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DEAD

'Topeka,

Kansas, Oct. 21 Samuel
J. Crawford, third governor of Kansas, famous as an Indian fighter, died
at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Arthur Capper, here today at the age

SULZER

IN

RACE

FOR ASSEMBLY

of 78.

r.PK
PSFyFIT "Li
OVATIO NAT

KILLS HIS WIFE
lioise, Idaho, Oct. 21. While
"iCiig the street v:Ui his wife
aisier nere touay, uien Warden, a'
prominent real estate dealer, drew a
TO
revolver and shot his bride of six
TO
months through the head. Then exclaiming. "What Have I Done?" hp
turned the revolver upon himself and
sent a bullet through his heart. Mrs.
Wardell died while being taken to the
COLORADO
EXECUTIVE
VISITS hospital. As far as known they had THE SENATE GROWS
WEARY OF
been living happily together. A quarSTRIKE DISTRICT NEAR
WORKING WITHOUT NECESrel over a trivial matter, It Is said,
TRINIDAD

GOVERNOR

TRIES

I

ABSENT HEWED!

GET REAL

ORDERED

Fighting on the Union side in the
Civil War, he attained the rank of
urigaaier general or volunteers. ' H
held the office of governor from 1861
THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR IS to 1869, resigning to lead an expedi DEPOSED GOVERNOR OF NEW
FORMER
PRESIDENT GREETED
tion against Indians on the Kansas
SO INFORMMED BY SIR
YORK IS NOMINEE OF PROBY BIG ASSEMBLAGE
IN
frontier.
General
Crawford had a
EDWARD GREY
GRESSIVE PARTY
SOUTH AMERICA
place of honor among the Indian
SARY QUORUM
led to the shooting.
campaigners of the frontier states.
Mr.
was
Crawford
born
DEFINED
IS
in LaW. HIS
NO, POLICY
ELECTION
CONCEDED TROOPS
FIREA SALUTE MAY CALL OUT MILITIA
rence county Indiana in 1835 and
TIBET MAKES ULTIMATUM
j
"RESIGN OR, GET
BUSY"
came to Kansas in 1859. He was a
t eking, China, Oct. 21. News that
GREAT BRITAIN
SAYS RESULT member of the
First Kansas legisla- republicans Withdraw their OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES OF RESULT OF HIS INVESTIGATION Tibet demands complete autonomy
OF THE ELECTIONS MUST
ture as a republican.
CANDIDATE TO HELP HIS
without even Chinese official repre- THIS IS, BURDEN OF ADDRESS
THE GOVERNMENT GIVE
TO DETERMINE HIS FUTURE
BE WAITED FOR
sentation at Lhasa, its capilaf. and
MADE ON THE FLOOR THIS
CA.MPAIGN
HIM GLAD HAND
POLICY
JOHNSON IS INSANE
also asks for indemnities from
AFTERNOON
China,
reccneu the Chinese
Deputy Sheriff Gregorio Romero of
togovernment
TO
PROTECT
FOREIGNERS Bernalillo county arrived In Las Vegas WILL TRY FOR SPEAKERSHIP FLOWERS
day from the Chinese Tibetan conferFOR
HIS
WIFE FAVORS
STATE
POLICEMEN ence in
this afternoon from Albuquerque with
PARTIES
IN
progress at "Oarjeelin, India BOTH
MOVE
A. Julius Johnson, 'who was commitReports from the.fTibetan frontier,
MEXIICAN
GOVERNMENT
IF HE GAINS THIS POSITION, HE THE COLONEL WILI
NOTIFIted to the State Hospital for the InRP r.HEcr DECLARES HE WILL ASK LEGIS- where Chinese
troops are sent to op- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN
ED UNITED STATES DEMANDS
SAYS, HE WILL GO AFTER
sane this afternoon. Johnson was
OF THE NATURAL HISerate, have Jo many months shown
LATURE TO CREATE SUCH
SOLONS DEPLORE LACK
FAIR TREATMENT
itied with restraint straps and la a
TAMMANY
that the fighting has favored the TibTORY SOCIETY
OFFICERS
OF INTEREST
dangerous character.
etans. According to advices from vaJohnson's
insane
Wa.S
A1Kn
XT 'tr
condition
rious
rt
21.
Oct.
In his discussion
London,
quarters, the Chinese troops
Rio' Janiero, Brazil, Oct. 21 Colonel
Trinidad, Col., Oct. 21. Governor there, as .on
of Mexicon affairs with the Ameri-ca- caused when in a race at Traction ue the outcome of William
the Mongolian border
Theodore Roosevelt was received with B. M. Amnions is
Washaington, Oct. 21. DemaaJa
Super's
eagaged in making display no spirit for
the 8tate
for the legislature? This was the ...
that
senators either "resiga or go to
ambassador, Walter H. Page, yes..
d,,m,f
fighting.
nn
nf
uuuin
h s
stepped. asnore a personal investigation of the strike
into a.j quesUon foremost i the minds
From Mongolia come reports that work," that absent members be
terday, Sir Edward Grey declined to
from the steamer Van Dyne here to- situation in the southern. Colorado
of
the Mongolians are encamped within brought back to Washington, by the
bind the British government to any fence, throwing htm on his head and Politiclans around the
S
day.
coal fields. Accompanied by Attor
him unconscious.
He has
Jt. waa
use of "any force that is necessary"
iuo miles of the Great Wall.
particular policy after the election in rendering
he
Edwin
generaly
United
amMorgan,
States
ney General Fred Farrar, Assistant
SlDCe
8CCI- The two dependencies of Tibet of and that the "miserable pretense" off
make a
Mexico.
dTnt
deal of trouble for li e bassador to Brazil, with the staff of
Adjutant General G. M. Lee and his
became so unmanageable
The British attitude, according to
organization in New York. His fire embassy, went on board before the
Mongolia at the time of the
without a.
trying to , do business
that it was necessary that he" ,., hft rtirwto.,
private secretary, C. E. Fairchild, the
lately
Sir Edward Grey, is that matters be
be ended, marked the openrevolution
quorum
vessel
docked
autowith
their
proclaimed
a
comstate'
chief
reception
removed to the state hospital. The
executive arrived here
of today's session of the senate.
Aarn J. Levy,
a candidate for mititee including Barros Moreira,
should be left alone until after the
early and immediately set about to nomy and have defended it ever ing
Albuquerque
are
of
physicians
the
,i
Leaders of both sides joined la
o..,v
since. China is now fighting to main
Elections
o. ouiilu representing the ministrv nf iwoi
and that future action
...
,
nlu
i,
tl,
learn
.in
and
gather information. The
mcvi, uc win recover in time.
the speaker of the assembly, who affairs; Lieutenant
that the "farce" of recent
should be based on their result.
CoWi Anhnioc party expects to spend the day m tain her frontier against them.
to
seeks
senate
succeed himself.
D. Pederneiras, Brazilian
be ended. Senator
psoceedings
The conversation between the two
attache
Trinidad
at
and tomorrow a tour of the
CONGRATULATING
EMMA
.Sulzer intends to Invade their dls-- , Washington; Don Jose
La Follette, leading the fight for the
statesmen otherwise brought out the
s
Carlos
district in an automobile is contemNew York, Oct. 21. Hundreds of
and attempt to square accounts riguez, Admiral Antonio Coutincho
enactment of the seamen's bill, begun
fact that the viewy ot the British aud congratulatory
WILSON WILLING TO
plated.
telegrams poured in to- with them for their active
the
attack on eonate absentees, but
in
Gomez
his
Pereira and Antnnin. nwvJ
United States largely coincided, ami day on Mrs.
part
"I have received as many as 20 reEmmelyne Pankhurst, impeachment. And, of course, in
was
it
taken tip and vigorously ende
that
of
the
Magalpaes
stttie-menthat both, were di!--uiHistorical insti- ports from as many different sources,"
of a
t the militant British
suffragette ad- ugiiL ue win oppose the democratic tute.
dorsed
ALLOW
by Senator Kern, democratic
ALTERATIONS
whi;U would attire permanent mitted to this country at the instance
said the governor, "concerning cerorganization
candidates
and by Senators Borah and
The
leader,
generally.
In
party disembarked at 8.30 tain Incidents and no two were alike."
Mexico. Ambassador Page of President Wilson after her brief
peace
Even Sulzer's worst political foes o'clock on the naval
Cummins,
republicans, and others.
mmv
arsenal
to
Governor
British
Amnions
the
secdetention
explained
at Ellis Island. She spent
intends to decide
foreign
him
THE
Senator
concede
Cummins
in
practically
PRESIDENT
said the body had
his
where
a
YIELDS
DEvictory
TO
of
soldiers saluted from his own investigations whether
company
retary at some length the policy of the day resting at the home of Mrs. own
allowed itself to get into a "humilSIRES OF SENATORS REGARDassembly district. They were in. while bands played the
the United States, and Sir Edward O. H. P. Belmont, preparatory to de
the militia should be called out. He
ING CURRENCY ACT
oi American naval anthems. Several also indicated that he
iating position," and Senator Borah
Grey in reply pointed out that no- livering an address for the cause of the
regarded this
, ,7"UQrawal
added that members should be kept in
as a trick iwrson nraspntm
republican
woman
.i,.,
thing thus far had occurred to
suffrage at Madison Square
to
the
and compelled to take up
democratic
to
Mrs.
damage
Washington
21.
Oct.
(intended
Roosevelt and Miss Margaret sudden outbreaks.
Washington,
While tho
change the British view that recogni- Garden tonight.
a great neai at tne cost. of a Roosevelt
many
on
important
i""J
subjects put off.
the'
hearings
bill
before
"I
currency
have inder consideration," he
tion of the provisional government in
smau concession.
"I am in favor of tlw exercise of
said, "the suggestion that steps be the senate banking nommitfoa
"
Mexico was the correct policy.
There was no doubt expressed thati
a11' the Pu'cra at. ol,r command
V
to
v,
toTirn'tflf Prilnrnrln with o not end before Saturday, amendments!
Ulkpil
He pointed out that the. British
wiff work' 'hard"(for
I bnn
ilec!n'-ft fXtttt
P ? nJ tyto 1 state constabulary. In many ways
of- tlia raotVl;irai"';rin' a
the
attention;
mmXiH
government naturally desired to supSulzer in the hope that he will' repay i
tjJsiliu Ui. W believe the
resident Wilson's Inamatipn. that
plan a good one, sinca a
port President Wilson in any action
them amply by his attacks on Tam-- '
he
not object to changes in the would be most unfortunate fcr us to
will
of
state
would
be prepolice
he might take looking to peace, at
IN THE PBAGAN CASE body
many Hall in rase be reaches the as-surrender to the absentees end give
pared at any time to move quickly and personnel of the federal reserve
the same time giving consideration
sembly.
work. It would be a confession
up
board
a
and
in
with
the
such
a
as
cope
situation
number
reaction
just
to the immense British interests in INSTRUMENT
The Question which
to
the
GEOR-- I
world that the senate was unACCUSING
caused the
of regional reserve banks has made
i
'this appears to be."
Mexico.
GIA MAN SAID TO HAVE
to carry on the business entrustgreatest speculation',
able
however, was DETECTIVES ARE NVESTIGATING
sit
No
outbreaks
occurred in the d
practically certain that the desires
,
The action of Sir Lionel Garden.
how many votes Sulzer would be able
EEEN FAULTY
ur ...
(vimin wiM START
trict yesterday. A quantity of dyna- of many senators to make rhnso ed to It."
'
British minister to Mexico, was not
to swing for his speakership candi- LING STORY
Ills figures showed 31 democrats iu
mite was exploded near Sopris last changes. will be carried out with prosbrought into question by the Ameri17 absent, and 19 repubAugusta, Ga., Oct. 21.- - The trial iaf,y in case of his election.
Washington,
pect of administration approval.
can ambassador, but Sir Edward here of Thomas E. Watson,
In Washington and 28 absent.
licans
Atlanta, Ga.. Oct. 21.Detective8 in Lherlffg office is investigating."
charged
Victor Morawetz of New York, who
A double roll call brought in only
Atlanta and Birmingham today were
Grey explained that he was simply with sending obscene matter through
ROBBED A STATION
was before the committee
Women
and
Children
Parade
,
,
yesterday, io senators, and sergeants-at-arm- s
the
the
out
British
becarrying
malls, ended abruptly at noon to-- !
m.uvjj ci nuiii uiey ciaim
Littleton.
poiy of
Col. Ort 91 Poshes
Two thousand women and children, resumed a discussion
of the bill
wiU prove t0 he an
the elec day when Federal Judge Rufus E. headed
to scour Washington for absentpending
gan
at black- - the families of the
aempt
by Sheriff J. w. McBroom of
when
the reading was taken up by ees.
striking miners
tions.
Later all absent senators
rosier sustained tne motion of the Arapahoe county and Denver detec-- ! raaillnS in connection with the
in this district, headed by a band the committee today.
to return to Washington..
the
indictment tives had found no trace todav of the gan murder case. Other arrests may
quashing
singing "We'll Rally Round the Flag,"
To Protect Germans
against the Georgia editor.
two maaked bandits who last night follow tae detention of Ira F. Fisher, and
carrying banners, paraded the
In directing that the Indictment be held
21
WRIT IS DENIED
Oct.
Without
Washington,
up Station Agent Ray Roy at who is heId n a charge of criminal streets of the city this afternoon. The
GARRISON IS RELEASED
Oct.
21
libelLaWashington,
David
waiting for the German government quashed, Judge Foster said:
j.f.he
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
demonstration had been arranged mar's
N. Y., Oct 21. Jame3 GarHudson,
to ask about its 34 subjects said to
"It appears in this indictment that railroad station and rifled a sack of
application for habeas corpus
Fisher's statement that he could
quietly and was the largest of the to
friend of Governor Sulzer, wlio
rison,
be forcibly detained in Torreon by the publications alleged to have been mail,
his
return
to
prevent
the federal
attempted to dynamite the sta- - Prove another man and not Leo M. cert ever witnessed 1n the district.
the Constitutionalist
authorities in New York to answer has been confined in the Albany counGeaori! Villa, sent through the mails in violation of Hon safe and escaped.. So far as Frank killed Mary Phagan, the fac- - Twelve hundred miners followed
the to
an indictment for impersonating ty penitentiary since September IS,
the United States, through. Charge tne law are extracts from a complete known they secured only $7.
tory girl murdered here last April, women and children. Governor Amfor alleged contempt of the assembly,
in telephone talks with
revived interest in the unusual case. nions and
O'Shaughnessy in Mexico OHv, las article. It is my opinion that the
witnessed the parade. congressmen
will enjoy his 'freedom until Friday.
party
Wall
is
made representations to the Hucrta government
Street, financiers, was dismissed
required to plead the
Attorneys for Frank, who has been
Supreme Court Justice Cochrane tothose entire article and is not entitled to
government, supplementing
today
by 'Chief Justice Clabaugh of
convicted
and
sentenced
to
hang,
In
IGDHE
after short argument on isrrit of
TAX
Sent
Strikebreakers
day
the district supreme court. Lamar
made by Emperor William's represen- - piola out a few paragraphs here and
had Fisher brought to Atlanta from
habeas corpus sued out in Garrison's.
101
Oct. 21. Labor will
Tex.,
Paso,
there
demanded
who
and
make
them
and
furnish bond.
the basis of an
tatlve,
appeal
Birminifliam. After hearing his story
protection for
behalf, adjourned the ease until that
said to have been sent here
the prisoners.
indictment."
in which he accused a well known At- agents,
time and paroled the prisoner in
TO
in the Triniby
mining
companies
He added that if the government
Consular Agent Carothers at Tor-- j
ii
lanta furniture dealer of the crime,
of bis counsel, 'rjarrison resent
75
coal
have
dad,
Col.,
reon was likewise Instructed to treat were allowed to pursue such a ccursa
the attorneys turned Fisher over to strikebreakers to fields,
fused to answer questions regarding-statementTrinidad
this
week
with Villa in behalf of the German, it would be possible to indict a per
EATON OABBLLD IN
local detectives.
attributed to him that
and have 40 more ready to go toOF
British, French and Spanish subjects, son for sending through the mails a STRATTON'S INDEPENDENCE
Fisher was closely questioned by morrow. The strikebreakers are all
certain assemblymen were bribed to
CRIPPLE
CREEK
BEFORE
detained after a caravan of some 300, copy of the Bible. Jud e Foster said
Chief of Detectives Lanford and was Americans, it is
claimed, and have
STUFF voiei for the impeachment of former.
SUPREME COURT
Americans departed overland for that in sustaining the motion of the
confronted by the man he accused of been secured here and in
Governor Subjer.
nearby
It is reported that General defense, he was not ruling on the
Monterey.
the crime. Throughout the ordeal border towns. The labor agents, who
Washington, Oct. 21. Millions of Fisher refused to
Villa has been holding these foreign- - question as to whether or not the aralter his story.
have been working secretly, are said REAR ADMIRAL'S WIFE TOLD A
ers in the city to prevent federal at ticles were obscene, and that the gov- - dollars for the federal government deMITCHELL A WITNESS
to have been ordered to send all the
NEIGHBOR SHE FEARED
on the outcome of the corporapends
tack. Officials here said today prob- eminent might at any time proceed
New York, Oct 21. The grand
men
can
to
HER
Colorado
the
HUSBAND
get
they
tax
tion
cases up for argument today
a letter today requesting John
ably that not more than half a dozen to
AN ATHLETE KILLED
fields, but no Mexicans are to be en- nebfore the supreme court.
Americans remain in the beleagured
Mitchell, fusion candidate for.
Purroy
Worcester, Mass., Oct. 21. William gaged.
Oct.
21.
Mass.,
In the case of the Stratton's IndeCondiPlymouth,
to
;ity.
mayor,
appear before the body and
GRANDMOTHER IS ACCUSED
E.
tions in the household of Rear AdParkejr of Harrington, Maine, aj
pendence mine, limited, of Colorado1,
tell what he knows about the elleged
Kiev, Russia, Oct. 21. At the re- - tlie court was called on to decide university of Maine football star,
miral
G.
Eaton
Joseph
prior to his
'
Investigation by Government
sumption today of the trial of Medel whether the sale
death last March' were described by colonization of voters by .Tammany
Huerta Needs Money
price of mineral was instantly killed today in a street
21
Oct.
leaders. An investigation of the mat-to-r
Washington,
RepVesentaur taken irom a coal mine is income railway transformer station wh,en
neighbors at the trial of Mrs. Jennie
wu.il me ou per eeui
mu,uci
"
live
of
a
Colorado
was set on foot yesterday
introduced
Keating
mew
s
increase of the customs duties on im- the widow, today. A
xusninsky in March, i910,
May
volts of electricity passed through resolution
siioject to the corporation tax or
for investigation of condi-- j month Eaton,
Murphy, leader of Tammany
before his death Admiral
Into Mexico, General Huerta, firnlat0IT testimony was given of the whether It is to be considered as im his body from a feed wire.
(ions in the Colorado coal fields to
Eaton was planning to take Mrs. Hall, had taken cognizanco of reseeking to obtain ready money, has BWorn statement made by the journal-offere- vested capital, converted into cash.
determine whether the
t
and Eaton with
him on a trip to Panama, marks with reference to colonization
to allow importers a 10 per Ist Crusskovsky, that Vera Tcheher-cen- t
been
laws
violated.!
have
immigration
attributed to. Mitchell and demandiak
bad t3enounced one ot the
discount on certificates good in
according to Samuel W. Baker, a
an inquiry as to their truth or
ed
MifleDENIED
RUMORS
tIie
Driuik08
ARE
Nazasenko.
Rockland optician,
of such dues if they are
falsity.
S!!tr!!b, Bavaria. Oct. 21. Prlncecs
Baker
sued between October 28 and NovejrJand OU'nua.
Yushinsky's
testified
in
that
TODAY IN CONGRESS
February
RIOTS ' N PORTUGAL
.grandmother, as murderers of the AusjtiFtine Victoria, of Hohenzollern,
'
last the admiral told him that, acther
Oct.
Lisbon,
21.
Portugal,
Many
Arnold Margolin, one of the wifo of former King Manuel of Porboy.
ing under commission from President
4. arrests were made in the Portuguese
WIRELESS SAVES SAILORS
prisoners' attorneys, called to the wit- - tugal, left the hospital where she
he had made a survey fot a
New York, Oct. 21. A wireless
Washington, Oct. 21. Senate Met capital late last night when several Grant,
SCHMIDT WAS SANE
ness stand, testified that he was pres- - had been under treatment for several
route
canal
across
the isthmus in
:
at noon.
groups of opponents of the govern,
message told today of the rescue at,
New York, Oct 21. Hans Schmidt, ent at an interview with Vera Tehe-- weeks and
1S71, and that he looked forward with
departed with her
Leaders
both
sides
on
assailed
ment
sea this afternoon of 'the crew of th
lack
attacked
destations
and
police
the priest who confessed to slaying
at the, request of Brusskovsky band today for Sigmaringen.
to
the trip that he mnl Mrs. schooner
of attendance.
tachments of the republican guard in pleasure
Anna Aumuller and dismembering and heard the denunciation.
(i,,-- .
Marjorie Brown
A bulletin issued by the pbysician3
by
'
Eaton were to take to see tlu com- North
committee
hearcontinued
various
Banking
German Lloyd stnmer Berlin
of
the
parts
her body, was sane when the murder
city and also at- pleted cut.
at the hospital contained an emphatic
ings.
due here tonight The me;
was committed, according to the retempted to release the political prisBURNED TO DtCATH
denial of various rumors which have
Mrs. 'Eaton asked 'Baker to assist
House: Met at noon.
oners confined In Limvoiro jail. They,
from the captain cf the Hei'm on":
port .a? four alienists who examined
Marysville, O., Oct. 21. A. J, Man-- ! been made public as to the nature of
hor in having the admiral committed
said that the schooner ha, Bnk 8iw,'t
Republican Leader Mann refused to succeeded in setting free one prisoner
him. The, report was made public to- uel of Kenton, O,, was burned to
to an insane asylum. She complained
death the princess', illness and declare consent to recess while the
a
200 miles east of Sisndy- Hook
senate from the district prison. The authorday by District Attorney Whitman, and five persons were seriously in- her condition of ill health to be
that her husband was dabbling la
due worked on the currency ,blll.
no details. The Jfn'rjori., huvZ,
ities
gave
who is preparing to bring the priest jured iu a fire which
outeventually suppressed the
destroyed the exclusively to the presence of intespoisons and drugs and she feared he
Adjourned at 1:09 p. m. until noon breaks and the government
lo trial.
deContinental hotel here today,
iwa ncc titiruen ivi
'
.would cause the death of members of
today
tinal bacteria.
tomorrow.
clares itself master of the sit.imt.'on. the household.
mally carried a crew or eh
J
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A review of they are not too fleshy.

One-piec-

t

1

V:.

e

for afternoon wear are the
..EDITOR the autumn and early winter fashions dress
M. M. PADGETT...
as shown in the displays by the lead- excuse for a new line, very
in the back, whicn buttons to
ing houses of importers here and elsein a straight line withreach
them
is
that
deal
a
reveals
great
where,
beautiful and attractive. One of the out a curve from tue neck down.
Nearly all blouses shown in the
mnst strildnz and pleasing features
una textures in shops have low collars. There are
co'or
of
Last
is
the
at
beauty
&t
the
Entered
postoffice
to the many kinds of new collars in the mar-for trans- in the materials used. As
Lag Vrfgas, New
is ket and all are large and broad exthere
said that
mission tbrough the United States styles, it may be
that
and
them
of
cept Ihe adapted Japense collar, which
a great variety
mails "is second claBS matter.
while some of them are beautiful and is about two Inches wide, rolls back
refined others are decidedly barbaric, on the gown, runs to the waist In a
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
intended, it seems, rather to startle negligent line and stands away from
of the neck for two inches.
Dally, by Carrier
by their daring unconventlonality and the back
05
While the backs of bodies are high,
Per Copy
eccentricity than to please by their
15
it is not fashionable' now to run the
Cne Week
beauty and harmony.
65
line
up to the hair. On coats, as well
One Month
may
in
it
a
general way
Speaking
...17.50
One Year
be said that the styles or the present as on, blouses, the collar springs away
from the neck as soon as it passes
Daily, by Mail
day are, dominated by Greek or Ori18.00
One Tear
Skirts are still the shoulder, no matter how high it
ental Influences.
Sp scant and the silhouettes In the best may be. One does not see high colBix Months
on blouses.
They are
models approach the normal form as lars, however,
The
coats.
for
Japanese
rolling
kept
famous
represented by some pf the
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
all the dthers, but the
affair
leads
Of
of
sculpture.
Greek masterpieces
GROWER
from that sailor collar is hack in style and is
2.00 course, there are exceptions
One Year
models put on the smartest kinds of waists.
of
some
the
and
rule
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Hastings, Neb., Oct. 21. "Fainting jackets of cloth are also trimmed
Bertha" Liebbke, for a number of with a collar and cuffs of these latyears : familiar figure in the criminal ter furs, also of leopard, pony and
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long-waiste- d

A very flexible shoe with wide, roomv toe, patent leather
vamp with cloth top, or all Gun Metal, 'velt sole and low heel.
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Designed especially for women with tender feet. Combines
comfort with style. Looks well, wears we'l and feels well.
The very latest in footwear for women.
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to pay at least flOO n mmUn.
Immediately following his dej.art
ure Mr. Jones of the Buick as.cucv,
whe is a bank president when not
'.selling automobiles, co'ie:!iJfd thft
there was a good deal in the trans
action to he looked into, especially
the check. He 'wired the First National at Denver and learned that no
such gentleman as F. H. parkhill had
ever had an account there. Mr. Jones
had both car and check. Mr. Park-hil- l,
however, had been given a receipt for the check and using this, apCured
parently as evidence of his material
"I was sick for three years with welfare he cashed a number of small
stomach trouble and constipation, doc- checks around town, for which he retored continually with different physi- ceived the cash. The number of these
cians, with only temporary relief," ,is not known, pr the aggregate
says Mrs. Hester Waite, of Antwerp, amount. The present whereabouts of
Ohio. "A friend advised me to try
(the erstwhile "owner of the Buick Is
Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did,
ijngt known.
and continued to use them for one
year, and they completely cured me,
not only of the stomach trouble but
ALWAYS
also of the constipation."
For sale "UASCARETS"
by all , dealers. Adv.

Women Need Health
Stop cougmng! you rack the lung
and Strength
BALLARD'S
and worry the body.
womThe work of a
HOREHOUND SYRUP checks irritation, heals the lungs and restores an makes a constant call in her
comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c strength and vitality, and sickness
and f 1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central comes through her kidneys and bladder oftcner than she knows. Foley
Drug Co Adv.
Kidney Pills will invigorate and restore her, and weak hack, nervousWOMEN
INDIANA CLUB
ness, aching joints and irregular bladIndianapolis, Ind., Oct. 21. The In- der action
will all disappear when
diana Federation of Women's Clubs Foley Kidney Pills are used. O. G.
its seventh annual conven- SehaHfee- and Red Cross Drug Store
opened
Adv.
tion here today with 'o iiicll meetings
of the direJto.'S and the heads of the
The formal Stomach Trouble and Constipation
district
Home-Keepln-

home-keepin-

organizations.
opening takes place tonight and the
regular sessions of the convention
will hegln tomorrow morning. Former Vice President Fairbanks will
address the delegates Thursday morning on "Forestry and Waterways."
Another notable speaker will be Mrs.
Percy V, Pennypacker of Texas, president of the General Federation of
Women's clubs, who will be heard on
Thursday evening ,on "Dangers That
Threaten the American Home."

THICK, GLOSSY . HAIR
FREE FRflli DANDRUFF
GIRLS! TRY IT! YOUR HAIR GETS
SOFT, FLUFFY AND LUXURIANT AT ONCE
If you care for heavy hair, that
glistens with beauty and is radiant
with life; has an incomparable soft-

ness and Js fluffy and lustrous, try
Danderine.
Just one application doubles the
beauty of your hair, besides it immeevery particle of
diately dissolves
dandruff; you cannot have nice, heavy, healthy hair if you have dandruff.
This destructive scurf robs the hair
of its lustre, its strength and its very
life, and if not overcome it produces
a feverishness and itching of the
scalp; the hair roots famish, loosen
and die; then the hair falls out fast.
If your hair has been neglected and
is thin, faded, dry, scraggly, or too
oily, get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine at any drug store or toilet
counter; apply a little as directed and
ten minutes after you will say this
was the best investment you ever
made.

We Bincerejy believe, regardless of
everything; else advertised, that if you
desire soft, lustrous, beautiful
hair
and lots of it no dandruff no itching scalp and no more falling hair
you must use Knowlton's Danderine
If eventually why not now? Adv.
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Do You Dread Your Meals?
Vour food does you little good when
you have no desire for it, when you
dread meal time. What you need is
Chamberlain's Tablets. They will

sharpen your

appetite,

strengthen

your digestion and give you a relish
for your meals. For sale by all deal'"
ers. Adv.

The following unsolicited testimonial should certainly be sufficient to
give hope and courage to persons afflicted wUh . chronic dyspepsia. "I
have been a chronic dyspeptic for
years, and of all the medicine I have
taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have
done me move good than anything
else," says W. G. Mattison. No. 7
Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
DE FN ESS CANNOT SE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portions of the
ear. There is only one way to cure
deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness
is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous sur-

faces.
We will
One Hundred Dollars
STRAIGHTEN YOl) OP for any casegiveof deafness
(caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Cura.
Hall's Catarrh
,c;ond for circulHEADACHY ars free.
WHEN CONSTIPATED,
F. J. CHENEY & ea. Toledo, Ohio.
BILIOUS, STOMACH SOUR
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
BAD
BREATH
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
box now.
Get a
You men and women who Can't get WICHITA CONGRESS POSTPONED
Wichita, Kas Oct 21. The annual
feeling right who have headache,
Conof the
meeting
Coated tongue, foul taste and foul
which was to have assembled
gress,
bilare
breath, dizziness, can't sleep,
in this city today and for which prepious, nervous and upset, bothered arations had
been going forward for
with a sick, gassy, disordered stoma year, has been postponed1
nearly
ach, or have backache and feel worn until next summer. The
Trans-Mississip-

A CLEVER

GAME

Albuquerque, Oct. 21. A respectable looking middle aged stranger,
giving the name of F. H. Parkhill,
postponeaddress not stated, who has been
out.
ment was decided upon because of the
spending several days iu AlbuquerAre you keeping your bowels clean
que, walked into the local offices of
inability of senators and representa-tie- s
to attend the gathering while
the Buick Automobile company a few with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
few days
with congress is 6till in session at
days ago and asked to he shown a passageway every
car. He said he wanted to buy a salts, cathartic pills or castor oil?
Cascarets work while you sleep;
medium priced car and1 was prepared
to pay cash. He was shown several cleanse the stomach, remove the sour,
cars and finally selected one of the undigested, fermented food and foul
neat little Buick $1,150 machines. He gases; take the excess bile from the Helping Health
drew a check book and wrote out a liver and carry out of the system all for over half a ill W--' S
check for $1,150 on the First National the constipated waste matter and century
bank 'of Denver.
poison In the bowels.
Duffy's Pure
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
He then told the local agents that
Melt Whiskey
he was forced to go out of town for a j vou out hy morning a
box
few days and would like to leave the from any drug store will keep your is the standard relief of thousands
in the relief of hundreds of comcar in the Buick garage for a time, stomach sweet; liver and bowels
his return. In tha meantime ular, and head clear, for months, plaints. Thoroughly tried and never
he asked the agents to secure Llm a Don't forget the children. They love found wanting. Buy a bottle today
and you will feel better tomorrow.
first class chauffeur who he said he Cascarets because they taste good-des- ired At druggists,
grocers and dealers, $1.00.
'
to employ permanently and never gripe or sicken. Adv.
The Dutty Mall Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. T.
g
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SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

4$

FARM MEET

Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 21. Hundreds of
delegates, some of whom nave come
from distant parts of he world, are
in this city in anticipation of the
opening tomorrow of the eighth annual meeting of the international dry
The Uigest attenfarming congre-- s
dance at any 'onvention of the kind
t:ver held is already assured. As an
addefl attrac-t'othe directors of the
a mammoth
have
prepared
congiss
exhibition of samples of crops grown
in regions where the rainfall is small
and where the science of dry farming has boen developed in the highest
degree.
Australia, China, Russia,
Mexico, Argentina and a number of
other countries have sent exhibits to
'
the show.

Chronic Dyspepsia
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S30.000 00

Office With (he San Miguel National Bank
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In foreign countries you corns into
competition with the best goods from
every land. An article muBt have merit of the highest order to win esteem.
In many of these countries Chamberlain's Coush Remedy is the most popular medicine in use for coughs and
colds because it is the best. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.

Wm. Q. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D,

Vice

T. HOSKINS

President
President
Treasurer
I

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
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tion of the world Into the Kingdom
of God, and we look with faith for
the triumph of righteousness and for
life and glory everlasting, Amen."
It la proposed to create a secretary of the council with large advis- Start Them Off Right With a Good
ory powers. A committee to transLaxative and Then Watch
act the business of the denomination
Their Food
between sittings of the council is to
Mothers are often unconsciously
be considered. This committee, it is very careless about the diet of their
said, will not trespass o nthe author- children,' forcing all to eat the fame
OF THE ity of the local church. A commis- foods. The fact is that ail fooda do
TRIENNIAL
MEETING
sion of missions Is proposed to con- not agree alike with different persons.
DENOMINATION TO OCCUR
sider some method for an effective Hence, avoid what seems to constiIN KANSAS CITY
supervision of the six denominational pate the child or to give it indigestion,
benevolences. Another question of and urge it to take more of what is
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 21 All
moment to be considered at this quickly digested.
rangements have been completed for gathering is that of the theological
If the child shows a tendency to
the reception and entertainment of seminaries.
have constipations it should immediately
Congregatlonalists
session
the delegates to the
at present but three seminaries for be given a mild laxative to help" the
of the National Council of Congrega- the training of their ministers in tra- - bowels. By this Is not meant a physic
commences
tional Churches, which
ditional ways, at Atlanta, Ga., Bangor, or pugative, for these should never
The delegates inhere tomorrow.
Me., and Chicago. An effort may he !be given to children, nor anything like
clude many of the divines, educators made to start a movement for the es- salts, pills, etc. What the child reand business men of the country tablishment of one or more addition- quires is simply a small does of the
There are also delegates from Can al
Another question gentlest of medicines, such as Vtt.
seminaries.
ada,. Australia and Great Britain,
whch may cause considerable disp
tether with missionaries of the d; cussion is the proposition of hiding the opinion of thousands of watchful
of
ths
panomination from ail parts
the meetings cf the national council mothers, is the ideal remedy for any
gan world. Talks with the delegates every two years, instead of every child showing a tendency to constl- So many things can happen
ylread,- d:i the field slv- abusdant j three
years as it has been custom- of a ceneral expectation
child that care is
a
to
constipated
a
that the convention is destined to be
Colds,
piles, headaches,
Much interest is manifested in the necessary.
other annoy- and
the most important in the history of
many
sleeplessness,
coming election of a moderator and ances that children should not have
the church.
,
a secretary of the national council.
can usually be traced to constipation,
A new constitution, containing a
There are several candidates for
new statement of the doctrine, will
Many of America's foremost famieach office and the outcome of the lies are never without
Syrup Pepsin,
be one of the first and principal matelection is awaited with considerable
one can never tell when
ters to he considered by the national interest
over
by Congregatlonalists
of the family may need
member
to
some
be
If
council.
the constitution,
the country. Among the principal it. and all can use it. Thousands en- voted on, is adopted by the council,
candidates for the moderatorship are dorse it,
among them Mrs. M E. Patwhich thus far has been purely an
Churchill King, of
President
is
who
Henry
Valley Junction, Iowa,
administrative ho.iy. t will have its
former Mayor D.
The con- Oberlin College:
powers vastly incieased.
,lone9 of Minneapolis, Minn.;
ROMANCE LEADS TO ALTAR
stitution to be presented to the con- Percy
S. Mills of
Charles
Dr..
Rev.
the
New York, Oct. 21. A romance
vention has been in process of conN. J.; Covernor Baldwin
c
liner and
on a
struction for several years. The fin- Monlclair,
of Connecticut and the Rev. Dr. Sam- having a second chapter at a college
commission
a
al draft, composed by
uel H. Woodrow, now presiuent of football game culminated in the Litof nineteen members of the council,
Home Missionary tle Church Around the Corner today
rnntmna tin ro owin- statement oi the Congregational
Society'
when Miss Belle Van Gelder, daughdoctrine which is understood to be
ter of a former prominent railroad
lu
Conan adequate expression of the
for the secretaryship are the Rev. official, became the bride of William
faith:
gresational
IDr. W. H. Day, pastor of the First D. Thomas of Evanston, 111. While
"We believe in God, the Father, inChurch of Los Angeles, Calif.; the a sophomore at Dickinson college sevfinite in wisdom, goodness and love;
Rev, Dr. William L. Barton of Chi- eral years ago Dr. Thomas went to
and in Jesus Christ, His Son, Our
now active in uongregauonai Europe on a cattle boat and returned
Lord and Savior, who for us and our cas'
the Rev. Dr. Edward Lin- on a liner as captain's messenger.
journalism;
liveth
and
and
died,
salvation lived
of Seattle, hut now Miss Van Gelder and her parents
coln
lately
Smith,
evermore; and in the Holy Spirit,
American
hoard, and the were on the return ship and the two
the
with
and
who taketh the things of Christ
C.
Hubert
Dr.
Rev.
Herring of the became acquainted'. Later the young
revealeth them to us, renewing, comwoman attended the football game in
Society.
Home
Missionary
forting and Inspiring the souls of
is
which
of
office
secretary,
The
Philadelphia between the University
men.
even
be
will
is
of
as
now,
Pennsylvania and Dickinson college
it
"We are united in striving to know important
some proposed teams. Young Thomas was one of
if
more
important
the will of God as taught in the Holy
and scored the
changes in the constitution are made, the Dickinson ends
Scriptures, and in our purpose to because under the new
his team made
that
touchdown
plan the pow- only
walk in the ways made known or to
so was sert
in
But
doing
he
that
will
day.
greatly
ers o fthe secretary
be mftde known to us. We hold it
to the
was
taken
and
and he will be made Chair- ously injured
to fce the mission of the Church of enlarged
was
nursed
he
where
by his
missions
hospital,
the proposed
Christ to proclaim the Gospel to all man of
future bride, who had seen and apmankind, exalting the worship of the
plauded his brilliant play.
one true God and laboring for the
Neuralgia of the face, shoulder,
(progress of knowledge, the promopowerful
tion of justice, the triumph of peace, hands or feet requires a the
When your food does not digest
flesh.
that will penertate
and the realization of human brother- remedy
well and you feel "blue," tired and
LINIMENT
posBALLARD'S SNOW
hood.
sesses that power. Rubbed in where discouraged, you should use a little
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
"Depending, as did our fathers, up- the pain is felt is all that is necessary
nor- bowels, purifies the system and rerestore
and
to
relieve
suffering
the
of
on the continued guidance
enmal conditions. Price 25c, 50c and stores a fine feeling of health and
Holy Spirit to lead us into all truth, $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
we work and pray for the transforma- - DTug fj0.Adv.
irua Co. Adv.
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The Corporation Different
Every once in awhile we run across & businessman of strength and
capability who is under a misapprehension regarding our company
Because of a lack of knowledge he classes us with those who pay bie
dividends on watered stock.
He thinks our rates are too high because he doesn't know that we have no bonds,
no preferred stock, and no water in the common stock
A little straight talk, with figures to back it, is enough to set such a man right
We have facts and figures to prove that we only pay out in dividends a reasonable return, (7 per cent), on the actual money invested in telephone plant'
Perhaps you are one of those who didn't know this.
You want to be fair, don't you?
.
You want to do everybody justice, don't you?
Well then, let us prove to you what we've proved toothers

t.

j

RALPH

M. PATTEN

never without it in the house. Mrs.
Patten says that Syrup Pepsin has
done wonders for her boy Ralph, who
was constipated from birth hut is now
doing fine. Naturally she is enthusiastic about it and wants other moth- ers to use it. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin is sold by druggists at fifty
cents and one dollar a bottle, the
ter size being bought by those who
already know its value, and it contains
Proportionately more,
Everyone likes Syrup Pepsin as it is
very pleasant to the tasje. It is also
mild and
and free from
injurious ingredients,
Families wishing to try a free
Pie bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with your name and
dress on it will do,
non-gripin- g
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Calabrlan Brigand Succeeded in Hid'
Ing Identity for Many Years In
the United States.
Calabrian
Celanda, the notorious
brigand, is again on trial at Catanzaro
Assizes in the qame grim iron cage in
which, in the year 1868, he heard his
condemnation to thirty years' hard labor for murders. Hardly had he shaken off his shackles than he was
hauled before the Monteleone Assize
court to expiate an outrageous crime
for which he served five years in Brin-dis- i
convict settlement.
Calenda then expressed his, Inten
tion of settling down quietly. This he
did until 1905, when he heard that a
young fellow name Macri had made a
boast concerning Calenda's beautiful
niece. Mad with rage. Calenda way-faihim with a gun. The shot missed, but a few nights later Macri was
found pierced through the heart.
The brigand disappeared, and in his
absence he was sentenced to twenty
years' imprisonment. A few days latei
a shepherd stumbled across a couple
of bodies on the mountain where Ca
lenda was known to be in hiding. The
two murdered men had given evidence
against him. They had been shot in
the back by bullets of a pattern that
Calenda was carrying. ' The Judicial
authorities increased the penalty to
one of
incarceration, and
carabinieri were dispatched to scoui
the mountain fastnesses in hopes oi
capturing him.
Meantime Calenda, furnished with a
false passport, was, on his way to New
York. No more was heard of him til)
1911, when an Italian detective, dropping into a Brooklyn pharmacy, recog
nlzed the
in the chemist's
assistant. Hence his expulsion from
the United States and his reappear
ance to answer for two murders and
two other attempts at murder. This
is the fourth time that the court has
been occupied in judging his blood
deeds.

Write us if you are in doubt
Write us jf you have any idea that we are not "on the square"
We can prove ours to be the "corporation different"

The Mountain States Telephone

and Telegraph Company

.
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Mountains.

London. Although tourists in Hungary have discovered mineral springs
and baths whose waters contain medicinal properties, they have not yet invaded the charming country districts.
Not far from the fashionable hotels
and sanitariums, are queer, quaint little villages never seen by travelers of
the beaten path.
it is a beautiful country of immense
sndless plains, great rivers, lovely
lakes, deep forests and' magnificent
mountains. Since 1001 it has been an
independent sovereign state and a
kingdom, over which at present hia
majesty, the Emperor Franz Joseph,
ie king.
His subjects include 9,000,000
Magyars, light and handsome, who occupy the fertile plains; 5,000,000 Slavs
In the outlying districts and Croatia;

d
d
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Answer: If you are so thin and
pale and your lips and cheeks are
colorless it is because your blood Is
deficient in red corpuscles. This can
be easily overcome by the use of
three-graie
tablets,
which can be had from any druggist
in sealed cartons with full directions
for taking.
When the blood is en
riched by the use of these tablets
your weight will increase, the color
will come back into your face and
lips, and it will improve your general
system so that you will become
strong and healthy.

AUSTRALIAN

HAS

6,000 HENS

Biggest Poultry Breeder In the World
Uses Forty Acres of Timber Land.
S. Craig of Belmont,
near Perth
western Australia, is the largest poui
try breeder and egg producer in the
commonwealth.
Under ordinary condi
tions he has between 6,000 and 7.00C
laying hens, and, Including chicks, his
birds periodically total 9,000. In the
flush of the laying season he gathers
more than 200 dozen eggs a day, and
during February and March, when 'the
market price averaged two shillings s
dozen, his check exceeded $500 a week
Practically the whole of his stock are
white Leghorns, which he finds are
easily the most profitable for his pur
pose egg production.
Mr. Craig began commercial poul
try raising eight years ago on a very
small scale, so that his progress hat
been phenomenal. He selected for his
run 40 acres of land in the virgir.
scrub, and, except so far as it was necessary to facilitate the erection of the
netting, did not remove any of the
timber. Consequently the birds live
under conditions as nearly natural as
it is possible to have them.

Truly Horrible.

n

M

hypo-nuelan-
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Typical Hungarian Village.
obliged constantly to blow a long, low
note to prove beyond doubt that they
ire not asleep I
Everybody dresses elaborately in a
riot of vivid colors, the different villages clinging to different Btyles.
Peasant women of Agram wear snowy
linen made with many pleats; jackets
and sleeves are richly embroidered in
red and orange; purple line drapes the
dead. In Zsdjar bodices are ornamented with broad bands of gold and
diver embroidery; sleeves being of
white linen with crimson at the
shoulders. Girls go bareheaded with
hair oiled down tight and flat Fastened to the back of the head is a
to-colored
saeh which separatee
Into three streamers that pass beneath
the waist band and reach to the knees.
On their feet are block
with
toma-

ots

top-bo-

fancy heels.

-

Zetv's j5dAer
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The
answered below

well-stocke- d

Elizabeth says; "I am troubled
"Morris" asks: "I have suffered
with a constant headache which also with a chronic cough for almost a
affects my eyes. My breath is awful, year, and catch a fresh cold every
a3 I have a severe case of catarrh in few weeks.
Nothing the doctor gives

one-hal-

ill j1

WTCR

n

the head and throat."
Answer: I receive daily hundreds
of letters from
people who have suf
Roumani- fered as
5,000,000
you do and who have been
ans on the hills and mountains; 2,000,-30- 0
Germans on the edges of the Car- relieved with the following prescripf
pathians and Transylvania; 1,000,000 tion: Make a wash! by mixing
teasmooriful of IVilane
mixed races, a large part of which are
powder,
which you can purchase from
gypsies or Jews.
any
There is plenty of room everywhere druggist in 2 oz.
packages, and add
md everything is far apart. A church, to this one
pint of warm water, use
in inn, and a few rows of neat little this in
the nostrils daily to thoroughlouses make up the villages. Some of
ly cleanse them. A catarrh balm
:he very- - best residences are surround-sshould be' used with this. This is
by specious grounds and a
fence. Many of the cottages are made by mixing one
teaspoonful of
painted in pale yellow ochre and have Vilane powder with one ounce
lard
roofs of brownish-gra- y
tiles. A blue or
vaseline and apply well up Into
band about two feet wide is painted
iround it just below the eves, and is the nostrils twice a day. If this is
stencilled by the women with red and used daily your catarrh should soon
It should, however, be used
9range fruit and flowers. A narrower vanish.
plain blue stripe surrounds the bottom occasionally to prevent a return
of
jf the walls. This color denotes that the disease.
the occupants are of Slavonic descent.
,
Sypsies use yellow instead of blue.
"C. G." writes:
The gable end of the house is usual"if you know of
ly next to the road, and stretches back anything
that will cure dandruff,
a long distance into a yard, where itching
and premature baldness,'
scalp
In a small arch
there is a draw-welover the doorway may be seen a pic- please let me" know what it is."
Answer: For several years I have
ture of the Madonna. It is not customary to knock before entering any p: escribed plain yellow minyol as suhouse or room, anJ all doors contain perior to
anything known for the
so mucn glass tnat tnere is very uttie
treatment of diseased scalp.- Get it
even
in
bed
chambers.
privacy
e
jars with full directions.
The small homes are Immaculately in
clean and neat and there is usually a It quickly overcomes all diseases of
stove. Tables, chairs and hair and scalp and gives new
green-tile- d
vigor
boxes are richly carved in old native and intense natural color to
the hair.
emdesigns. Strips of handsomely
Try H fairly and you will advocate
broidered linen done in indigo blue or Its
use for your friends.
paprika red, often hang from the rafters or on the walls. The towns are patrolled at night by watchmen who are
"Mildred" writes: "I am constant
ly embarrassed because of the fact of
my extreme thinness.
I have absolutely no color in my face and Hds
and I am dull and lifeless most of
the time. Please advise me what to
high-spike-

T

ar
questions
general In character. The symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, College Bldg., Collego-Elwoo- d
Sts., Dayton, O., enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only initials or fictitious name w"
be used in my answers.
The prescriptions can be filled
any
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.
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"Edna" writes:
"I suffer with
rheumatism all the time and I shall
be very glad if you can tell me some- thing to relieve me
Answer: I can give you a prescrip
tion which will not only relieve, but
should
obliterate your rheumatism.
This is my favorite remedy and from
the number of letters received from
people who have used it proves its
value in rheumatism. The following
is made by mixing well, taking a tea- spoonful at meal times and again before retiring:
Comp. essence cardiol,
1 oz. ; comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz. ;
syrup sarsaparilla comp., 5 ozs.; iod
ide of potassium, 2 drams; wine of
one-hacolchicum,
ounce; sodium
salicylate, 4 drams.
lf

OBSERVES TRAFALGAR DAY
London, Oct. 21. The 108th anni
versary of the battle of Trafalgar and
Young Child Killed In Front of Street
the death of Lord Nelson was observCar When Brushing Pet to
ed today on a scale larger and more
Safety.
impressive than on any occasion since
New York. In a desperate en- the Navy League first undertook to
deavor to save a small kitten which make the anniversary a day of special
had wandered on the car .tracks in significance.
The Nelson column in
Front street, Brooklyn, from being run
down by a Fifth avenue trolley car,
Tessie Calabra, five years old, of 5
Front street, ran In front of the car,
brushed the animal aside and was her-

GIRL GIVES LIFE FOR KITTEN

me helps, go I write to you."
Answer: You need a thorough laxative cough syrup, one that not only
relieves but surely drives it from tho
system. The following regularly used
will oust any curable cough or cold
promptly: Obtain a 2 oz. bottle ot
essence mentho-laxenmix it with a
home-mad- e
sugar syrup or honey as
per directions on bottle.
"Anxious B." writes:
"I have in
been threatened with.
appendicitis, but would never consent
to an Peration. Indigestion, const!
pation and sedentary habits causa
me much suffering. Kindly prescribe
for dyspepsia something which you
think will cure me and prevent appendicitis."
Answer: The most scientific and
satisfactory treatment for your trouble is tablets triopeptine; packed
pink, white and. blue in sealed cartons With fult diracticii?. Most stomach disorders can be conquered by
regular treatment.

recent years

'

Farmer's Wife asks: "Will
please tell me how to overcome

yen
obes-

ity?"
Answer:
Obesity is burdensome.
Excessive fat On the human body is
unnatural and frequently results ser
iously. The best and safest method
to reduce is to take regularly
arbolene tablets. They are put
up in sealed tubes with directions for
home use, and any
druggist can suply them.
five-grai-

well-stocke- d

"Sara C." writes: "I am constipated and have a greasy skin. Suffer
from headache, indigestion and some
kidney trouble. I wish you to recommend a remedy."
Answer: The best remedy to relieve and master chronic constipation
is called three-graisulpherb tablets
made from sulphur, cream of tartar
and herb medicines. Taken regularly the blood is purified, the bowels!
and liver stimulated to healthy ac
tion and health established.
They
are packed in sealed tubes with full
directions. These tablets are splen
did for children, as they do not gripe
or sicken.
n

"Mamma"-'- "I

know of nothing

bet-

ter for bedwetting than: 1 dram of
tincture cubebs, 2 drams of tincture
rhus aromatic and 1 oz. comp. fluid
balmwort. Mix. The dose is 10 to
15 drops In water one hour before
meals."
Trafalgar Square waa covered with
floral tributes from every part of the
empire. Wreaths were also placed on
the Nelson monument in St. Paul's
cathedral. A public demonstration
was held in Trafalgar Square this
afternoon and later the celebration
of the day was concluded with a

self run over instantly killed.

"Oh, Henry," she said when she
Tessie and other little girls were
had thrown off her wrapa and flung playing in front of her home with sevherself into a chair, "I'm so morti- eral kittens which were born recently
fied."
to the Caiabra family cat. One of the

"What's the matter, dear?"
"I met Mrs. Biggies at the reception, this afternoon, and she seemed
so nice that I stood there before the
cro wd for half an hour and talked to
her. When we were leaving her
chauffeur drove up in an old
car and after she had taken
her seat in It she called out right before everybody that she would expect
me to call on her soon."
four-cylind-

little animals jumped out of Tessle's
lap, ran iDto the street and sat directly
in front of a car. Withont a moment's
hesitation Tessie, amid the warning
cries of her companions, leaped to her
feet and ran into the street to save her
pet. The car, which was going at a
high "rate of speed, was upon her before she could regain hsr feet after
h&visg shoved the kittwt to safety.

We want all skin sufferers who have
suffered for many years the tortures of
disease and who have sought medical aid
In vain, to read this.
We, as old established druggists of
this community, wish to recommend to
you a product that has given many relief and may mean the end of your
product is a mild, simple
aonf. notThe
a patent medicine concocted of
wash,
various worthless drug, but a scientific
compound made of well known antiseptic
It ts made in the P.D.D,
ingredients.
laboratories of Chicago and is culled the
.D.. treneription for Eczema,
This Is s doctor's special prescription
one that haul effected many wonderful
cures.
K. D. GOOOALL,

V

"Nervous M." writes:
"Loss of
sleep, nervousness, loss of appetite
and overwork has made almost a
complete wreck of me. I have to
work, but can scarcely drag one foot
after the other, please advise."
Answer:
The condition you describe is prevalent, especially with
brain workers. Use the following:
Compound syrup hypophospbiie?. 5
ozs.; tincture cadomene 1 pz. Mix,
shake well and take a teaspocufnl
before meals.

The effect of D. D. P, Is to fmne
stantlsv as soon as applied; then it p.
vrates me pores, destroys and thro
off all disease perms and leaves t'
skin clean and healthy.
We are so confident of the tnarve'
power of D. P. D. that we have ti
advantage of the manufacturers
e
boUJ.
anfee, to otter you a
trial. You are to judso the moiit-thremedy in your own particular
If It doesn't help yoa, it
nothing.
P. P. D. Soap ts ttia'lu of li e
healing Ingredients, Awlt us abo.;t
E. Las Vega, N. M.
fult-Klz-
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NEW REPUBLIC IS FINANCIALLY ABLE TO WEATHER
THE STORM

qualities of a dictator, he would have
removed t&e officials who failed to
pay taxes'and would have appointed
governors loyal to the central government. Upon the contrary, he has
tiV.piayod great tact, Probably a polthe
icy 0" masterly Inactivity wag
lftst for him under the circumstances.,.
All who are famv.iar with western
governments felt that the provincial
assembles"
were riglit In Insisting
upon the authority of the provinces to
elect their own governors, and had
Yuan Shi Kai presumed to- remove
the officials chosen by the provinces
and to punish the provinces for? not
remitting the taxes, unquestionably
lie would have been' charged with, despotism, and he would have had a formidable rebellion on his hands. But
instead of appreciating the international dangers confronting China, the
disaffected interpreted Yuan Shi Kai's
failure to punish them as weakness,
and his borrowing money with a vote
from the second parliament as despotic, and they forced on the rebel-'ion- ,
which has Just bjpen suppressed.
Sun Yat Sen spent the early months
of 1913 in Japan. It seems Improbable
that he received any encouragement
from the Japanese government; certainly the government made no formal
alliance mith him. But it is certain
that he received encouragement from
Individual Japanese, some of whom
were later captured in the forts of
the Chinese rebels. Sun Yat Sen re
turned to China in April and began an
open proprvrvmda of rebellion. He,
however, delayed any public statement of his position until July 21;
and Yuan Shi Kai, despite his knowl
edge of Sun Yat Sen's encouragement
of rebellion, did not remove Dr. Sun
from his position as commissioner of
railways until three days after Dr,
Sun issued his proclamation, In which
he called upon Yuan Shi Kai to resign
and declared "the people of six or
seven provinces have determined to
sacrifice themselves in order to oppose his tyranny as a public servant."
On successive days between April
20 and May 5 it Is known that at
least four or five Americans and one
Chinese called upon Sun Yat Sen, and
each assured him that there was not
sufficient cause for a second revolu
tion; that upon the contrary the overwhelming sentiment of the business
men, of the guilds and of leaders of
public
opinion in these provinces
was against a second
revolution.
Moreover, his own party, the Koum- ingtang, In Peking, was greatly
troubled over !the reports reaching
them of his Intention to start a re-

Peking, Oct. 21 Present struggles
in China are believed to be resulting
in the consolidation rather than the
disintegration of China. The overthrow of the Manchu dynasty by arms
left many unsolved problems, among
them the following: Should the new
government be' a monarchy or a reShould the capital be iat
public?
Peking or at Nanking? Should the
ruler be Yuan Shi Kai or Sun Yat
Sen? Should the central government
be strengthened or should China remain a loose aggregate of
provinces?
These problems were settled not
by force but by compromise In which
tho views of the south were accepted
on the first and most important problems as to the form of government,
and those of the north on the second
and third problems; while the fourth
problem, the relative strength of the
central government and the provinces,
was left unsolved. These conclusicns
were reached by tho consent of Yuan
Shi Kai to the adoption of the republic and by the decision of Li Yuan
Hung, who had charge of the revolu
tionary forces, and of all the more
thoughtful leaders of China in favor
of Yuan Shi Kai for the presidency.
The first problem which confronted
Yuan Shi Kai as provisional president
and the. now government was the prob-Seof finance. Fortunately, the finances of China in general are In
xood condition so far as indebtedness
and the annual expenditures of the
nation are concerned. The total Indebtedness of China for the central
povemment, the provinces and the
cities, plus the recent loan, is
gold, of which $277,000,000
tare on railway and telegraph lines and
ither industries which are earning
more than interest, leaving Bome
$s?oo,OW,000 to be met by taxation.
Considering that Japan's national in-
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SUFFERED
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For Sixteen Years. Restored
To Health by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable
Compound.
Moretown. Vermont "I was
with pains and irregularities for
sixteen years, and
was thin, weak and
nervous.
When I
would lie down it
would seem as if I

5

was going right
down out of sight
into some' dark hole,
and the window cur-

Santa Fe, Oct.', 21. The traveling
auditor is having- printed the new
schedules, and tax rolls for the vari
ous county assessors, and expects to
have them ready for distribution by
December 1.
Schoql Enumeration
The school population of Colfav
county for' 1913 is 4 G37, .according to
a report received by the state educa
tional department, as comnared with
4,498 for 1912.
Need Teachers
According to 'a letter received t,v
;the state educational department,
uuaaaiupe county is in need of teach
ers for the coming school vear nr,ri
the available list in Mr. White's of- tice has been exhausted, so thn-- t ha io
unable to supply the names of
any at
unemployed.
Alleged Horse Thief
Juan .Gonzales was arrested
by
Mounted Policeman Fred Lambert
last week' at the.Donlto lumber
camp
for alleged horse theft and was
bound
over to await the action of the Colfax county grand jury. The horse
was stolen on
July 15, according to
the report Lambert made to headquarters in this city.

tains had faces that
would peek out at
me, and when I was
out of doors it would
seem as if something was going to happen. My blood was poor, my circulation was so bad I would be like, a dead
person at times. I had female weakness badly, my abdomen was sore and I
had awful pains.
"I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and used the Sanative
Wash and they certainly did wonders
for me. My troubles disappeared and I
Appointed Receiver
am able to work hard every day. ' 'Mrs.
R. N. Donohoo of
Tucumcari has
More-towView
W. F. SAWYEit,River
Farm,
been appointed receiver of the deVermont.
funct First State bans of Tucumcari,
Another Case.
and his bond fixed at $30,000,
which
"1 was troubled with he gave. He was
GifTord, Iowa.
appointed deputy
female weakness, also with displace- state bank
examiner at first and placment. I had very severe and steady
ed in charge of the bank when it was
headache, also pain in back and was
very thin and tired all the time. I com- closed, and was later appointed by
menced taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Judge Leib to wind up the bank's afVegetable Compound and I am cured of fairs.
these troubles. I cannot praise your
Suit Postponed
medicine too highly." Mrs. Ina
The boundary suit between Texas
Gifford, Iowa.
and New Mexico in which the
taking
of testimony was to have
commenced
lease of all Chinese claims to Mon- this week, has been postponed until
golia. Third, the outcome has made November 10, according to Frank W.
clear to the Chinese soldiers that in Clancy, attorney general, who returntimes of uncertainty like the present, ed Saturday from El paSo. The postrests
caused Dy the fact
upon
physical ponement was
government
that the attorney general of the state
force, and upon the army as the embodiment of that force.
Fourth, a of Texas was unable to be present
before that date.
large majority of the young men of
A 'aain, Anyway
and
China who are influential today
Although the Santa Fe Pacific apwho may be the leaders of China tomorrow distrust. Yuan Shi Kai. They peal from San Juan county was decided in favor cf the railroad', the San
say that he betrayed Kuang Hsu for Juan
County Democrat still insists
the empress dowager in 1898; that
that it means considerable eairi to the.
debtedness is' $1,300,901,490 and that
he betrayed the empress dowager by
county of San Juan as a result of the
China's population and natural rerefusing to attack the foreigners in labors of the
efficient corps of county
sources are some six or seven trmes
1900; that he betrayed Prince Chu in officers. In
1911 the Santa Fe Pacific
as large as Japan's, China's indebtedthe
will
now
1911, and that he
betray
paid taxes to the amount of $323.56 to
ness, speaking in comparative terms,
Whatever may he the ban Juan
republic.
' is
county on their 40,127 acres
not large. Putting the matter in bellion,.
of
cause of their distrust, their lack
of coal land. Under the 1913 assessAnother form, China's total
These members of parliament were confidence In Yuan Shi Kai is the
ment, as reduced by the state hoard
ness Is abont $2 per capitum, where- keeping in close touch with their conmost sen'oas problem which con- of
equalization, San Juan county will
as Japan's, Including the Koreans in stituencies at home and they knew
fronts China. If their judgment re receive
.
something over $2,062.61.
her population, is some $20 per
the public sentiment of China, On mains
unchanged ana tneir views
Depositors Get Checks
,
.Vlay 3 they sent a leading represen- gradually permeate the nation, there
Acting under instructions of the
In regard' to current expenses Yuan tatIve of the
rt from peki
t may be future rebellions and repub district
court Receiver C. E. Daniels
Shi Kai is making a favorable show'
Shanghai to inform Sun Yat Sen that lican government under( Yuan Shi for
the defunct American Bank and
5fng. The gross expenses of the gov- not a
single province facored rebel Kai may become impossible. In this Trust
company of Clovis will make a
ernment for the first six months of lion, and that
they would not follow case. Yuan Shi Kai may feel compell- payment of 15
TO 13, as recently submitted to parliaper cent to the deposi-tor- s
him into political suicide.
The out
at
and the office is busy making
ment, were $84,411,726, gold. This Is come of the war shows that the lead ed to retire; and his retirement
the present time would be a misfor- out a check to each and every Indi
at the rate of $168,823,452 a year. ers of the
were right tune to China.
Kuomlngtang
vidual In compliance with that order.
These expenses are a little less than and that Sun Yat
Sen's statement
'one-hal- f
of the annual expenditures
Upon the oter nand, there ar.a. It Is now thought another payment
that the people were ready to die to
four grounds of hope. First China will be made before a great while. A
overthrow
Yuan Shi Kai rested upon
.
x,
.v.
1,110
was face to face wiui a crisis which complete statement by the receiver of
HO
ca
W
II
. ,. ,
UltJ tj&uujtuiiui
,,,
vi
XU(,
e"ner D,maness t0 tt facts r mal" demanded some solution In the near the business transactions up to date
first six months of 1913 were $84,411,- v.uu.uuu.
future. The central government, by has been made out and filed with
726. the receipts for the same time
The war has brought five serious
were only $25,668,400, thus leaving ai
failure of the provinces to send in Judge Richarddson of the fifth judicial
dangers to. China: First, it has, com- the
aeiicit ior mesB mx uuuuig w uioj
customary taxes, temporarily was district.
a considerable increase in expelled
Forest Service Money
This
brings
grave problem
$58,000,000.
bankrupt, and some immediate pro
The state treasurer has received
penses at a critical time and it has vision was demanded to enable her
up the still graver unsolved problem
of the relation of the central govern- disorganized the industries of central to pay her soldiers and thus save from the forest service headquarters
ment to the various provinces. In China and in some .measure of all them from looting, to maintain the at Washington, a check for $40,604.80,
the history of China down to the pres- China so that temporarily the nation departments and thus prevent the which Is 10 per cent of the proceeds
ent time the central government has is in as bad a) financial condition as government coming to a standstill, from the national forest reserves in
received its income through the pro- at the close of the revolution. Sec- and also to pay the interest 0.1 the New Mexico. This money will be provincial officials, with the exception ond, it left the nation helpless public debt and save China from for- rated among the counties of New Mexof the salt and customs tax. The against further aggression By Russia eign control. Yuan Shi Kai, by bor- ico In which forest reserves are locat
forest acre
Olnese know that government rests and Japan, and Russia has taken ad rowing money which the resources of ed In proportion to the
in each county. One-haof the
ultimately upon the power of the vantage of the crisis and is trying China are ample to repay, has made age
amount
due
each
into
the
county
goes
to
Yuan
Kai
Shi
to sign a le- the same
compel
purse, Hence, In order for the central
provision for the crisis county road fund and1 the other half
government to feel assured of Its Inwhich the United States and other into the
county, school fund. The apcome the emperor has appointed every
civilized governments have been ob- portionment has not been made
yet
official
to
down
of
head
the
provincial
Can't Help But
liged to make in similar conditions. but will be announced in this column
the county. Whatever else an offic
"
Second, the struggle has eliminated as soon as made. The national forial might or might not do, the payAdmire Babies' certain
men unfit for leadership. ests la New Mexico
comprise the folment of the taxes to the central govcrisis has brought to the lowing: Alamo, Carson. Chiricahua.
the
Third,
ernment was the first condition upon, Eery Woman Cast Loving Glance at
front a group of new leaders who Datll, Gila, Jemez, Lincoln, Manzano,
the Nestling. Cuddled in its Bonnet..
which he could hope to retain his Ogive
good promise of constructive Pecos and Zunl.
f ;
A woman's heart
ffice. But inasmuch as the imperial
naturally responds to
tne cnarm and Bwwtncss
The new premier,
of
a
statesmanship.
child,
pretty
government frequently had been des and more bo
than ever before since
Hsiung Hsi Ling, gives promise
potic, the public sentiment of China the advnnt of Mother's Friend.
New York has 525,000 unionists.- - "
through his character and ability and " An
lias been for centuries In favor of
occupational disease law is now
experience of rendering real service in effect in Missouri,
local government as over against the
r'Vi.'aN
to China. Also Liang Chi Chiao, who
imperial government
Street railway men in Regina, Sask.,
was the constructive thinker of the
Hence, In the revolution, on the
have feecured a
day.
1911
Yuan
in
and
whom
revolution
flight of the Manchu governors, the
"
The National Women's Trade Union
t
!,
'K'W
a
in
offered
the
Shi
Kai
has
position
provisional assemblies followed the
advocates widows' pensions In
. .
r
i
ai
.1,1;
uc .1iuuubui vit league
IS muuiuiug
til .CaillllCl,
i
natural Inclinations of their leaders
to a minimum wage law for
addition
Muml
This Is a most wonderful external help China along , the lines of real pro- .and the example of the United States,
them.
to the muscles and tenrt.ms. Jt penetrates
Thpre am other eaflers who
,and elected governors for their prov- the tissues, mn!:"S tlie:n pllr.nt to readily
There are nine labor papers printyield to nature's demand for expansion. are growing in Influence. Above all. ed in the
f
inces. Thus Yuan Shi Ka! found
English language published
bo there is no longer a period of pain, disKai and L4 Yuan Hung in Canada.
face to face with governors who comfort,
'
nausea or other symp- Yuan Shi
straining,
toms
from
men
so often distressing during the anxious were the two
who emerged
did not owe their position to him.
Structural Iron workers in New
weeks of expectancy.
The problem became more acute be
Mother's Friend prepares the system for thc( revolution as men of their word, York city will
ask for a wage int,
event, and its use
seven of the 22 provinces had jne coming
and men who were able to make crease to $5 a
rest and repose during the brings
day.
term. This
siot remitted a single dollar of taxes .9 a !"t
marked influence upon the bahy, good their words by deeds; and the
Of the 74,000 workers employed in
11
'um faherits a splendid (trowing
wince the revolution broke out in No- fcystem of nerves
Chinese showed their instinctive abil the German
and
function.
digestive
printing trade, 67,273 bena
young mothers is this ity to find the strongest men for the
vember, 1911, and the remaining 15 , m119 Particularlyof toinestimable
to
the
long
value.
printers union.
It
her to preserve' her health and crista in
had remitted far less taxes than usual, (nanles """'dy
making one of them presiAmerican and German competition
and she remains a pretty mother
strength,
Email
expendi-- J ijy bavins avoided all the
therefore, despite tho
suffering and dent and the other the
have paralyzed the Welsh tin Induslanpr that would otherwise accompany of the nation. Fourth, the strengthirffs of China as compared with other
Mother's
y
Friend
?,anlubricate
try and caused the closing of 100
,Tas'"nlatlons. Yuan Shi Kai had less than
every nerve, tendon and
'
'
the central government by mills.
and Is a mire preventive ening of
,,"v'"lv
of the income needed, and for caking of the breasts.
of the efforts upon the
the
collapse
Workmen's
compensation, minimum
will And this splendid remedy on
esloreign governments were pressing 7,.?lou
.att,B J,drl,,? B",m" l
Initiative and referendum, and
hottle. part of three or four provinces to
wage.
1im hard for overdue interest on the
hluhly
f,.r the
tablish their independence may have recall laws were passed during the
n,,e jsrufiiiciri Kvrulatnr Co., 1."1riunms.
I dmnr
l.litfr.. Atlanta, :a.. end thev will mail
:,'.'Hic debt.
n imnnrtanr fnnsnnnpnees
for the fil- - last eesskm of the Minnesota
a vi fy UutrutUTt book fcr
.
"pec-Had Yuan Shi Kai displayed the tout ui'Hil-jijtare,
$1,079,-000,00-

21, 1913.

It Is claimed that more than 20,000
persona la New York city spend their
entire working hours beneath the
surface of the earth. Included in this
number are the 3,800 employes of the
subway systems.
t J. W. Anderson, general chairman
of the Queen & Crescent railway system, division No. 62, has been elected
mayor of Oakdale, Tenn., and all of
the other city officers are members
in good standing.
j of some labor union
', In Austria no Industrial concern
PniTllnvlno't5 mrvra 4 lion 4 sn Titrtvbnra tao
uiuiu mini tcu nuiuta
allowed to work women or girls between the hours of 8 in the evening
and 5 in the morning..
The average salaries of women
grade teachers are: For Atlanta,
for
$564.83; for Hamilton, $620.60;
,
XTnn. TT
nt id.
new naveu, foio.sa;
ior uincinnau,.1
$888.03; for Denver, $893.32.
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NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that Felipe fl. Romero,
the undersigned, was appointed on the
fith day of October A. D. 1913, administrator of the estate of Henlgno Romero, deceased, and all persons hav-in- s
claims against the estate of said
Benigno Romero, deceased, will pre-

sent the same within the time
scribed by law.

pre-

F. B. ROMERO,

Administrator.
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KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
City, Mo., Oct. 21. Hogs, receipts, 15,000; market 5 to 10 cents

Kansas

lewer; bulk

808.10; heavy

$7

p. nd, butchers
pac'.-te- i
lights $7.75S.0.r., pigs

(S8.10;'
8.15;
7.50.

$7.90
$7.80.

Cattle, receipts 22,000; market steady to 10 cents lower; prime fed

steers
dressed beef
$8.759.25;,
steers $7.50 8.757; western steer3
southern steers $5.50
$6.408.75;
8.50; cows $4.57.00; heifers $5..10
9.00; stockers and feeders $5.57.75;
bulls $4.506.50; calves $6.008.75.
Sheep receipts 20000; market steady; Iambs $6.006.75; yearlings $4.75
wetherB
ewes
$4.00ff?4.75;
$5.50;
$3.404.25.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 21. Wheat developed fresh strength today, influenced
by signs that causes of the sharp decrease
in
northwestern receipts
would prove lasting. Opening prices
to
were
higher, and an additional upturn followed.

Closing prices were steady,

to other factor in favor of higher rates.
Foreign representatives bought largely and the price attained greater mo-

above last night.
Corn rose on account of unsettled
weather, although weak cables checked the buying to some extent. The
market, which started unchanged to
V
V higher, made a subsequent
"
further gain.
The close was firm at Y to
cent net advance.
Scantiness of offerings resulted In
causing oats to bulge more decidedly than other grain.
Provisions rose in response to a
fair demand for lard. Transactions
at the outset varied from 2 off to
5 cents advance, and later climbed
higher.

88to

; May,
Wheat,, Dec. 83
to
Corn, Dec. 67'2; May 69
to
.
Oats, Dec, 3.8, May 41
Pork, Jan., $19.40; May $19.55.
'
Lard, Jan., $10.25; May $10.50;
Ribs. Jan.,, $10.30; May $10.45. ;

.

Y2.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Oct. 21. A ruling of the

interstate commerce commission vacating rate suspensions in the Missouri River district was an important
factor in the buoyant rise of stocks.
Speculators regarded the decision
as significant chiefly as an indication
of the attitude of the commission,
and based on it the most vigorous
demonstration which the street has
seen in weeks.
While there was Increased buying
for the long account, the demand
came chiefly from the shorts, who
covered heavily, particularly in Union Pacific and Steel. Reports that
important modifications would be
made in the currency Bill was an

mentum as the morning eess'on advanced, and prominent stock.3 bounded up 2 to 4 points. Bonds
vre
strong.
on the hhort interest
The run-icontinued, although the buying was
not so brisk as in the forenoon. Various specialties made material gains
shares, such
particularly
as American Tobacco and
n

high-price-

d

Spars-Roebuc-

The market closed strong. Speculation broadened to a marked degree, and prices reached considerably
higher levels. The periods of greatest activity were when quotations
were rising briskly and the day's total of more than a half million shares
was equal to any day of the recent
bear campaign.
Canadian Pacific
made a gain of we points, Union
Pacific nearly four and Reading,
Steel and Amalgamated about three.
Active bidding for stocks ceased
late in the afternoon and there was
a slight recession. Tho success with
which large speculators attracted a
following on the bull side Induced
some of the pools in various stocks
to begin work again.
The closing Quotations were:
7fiV
Amalgamated Copper
100 Vi
Sugar
9t1.i
Atchison
10S
Northern Pacific
IGV:
Reading
88 Vj
Southern Pacific
152
Union Pacific
United States Steel
v... 5S
'i ;ted States Steel. Kfnv' M7

capi-tum-

The Conservative and

rj

"Conservative-Extreme- "

Rather an unusual way of

expressing it but it does express
just what you may look for
when you buy
Smart Clothes.

to the "Standard" model, suit

or overcoat, tailored by

'

oio

him-nol-

,

cm-lor-

it?

vice-preside-

-

touch of the ultra stylish in
--

their dress we have other

.

r

N

,

,

.

,'

Stein-Bloc- k

models -- which are well
termed 'Conservative - extreme'
not in the least fadish or

h.

i'--

--

Uh.hr

i

freakish.

mlw

You wiI1 eniy ',ooltM
today 's a good time buy or

tffcfl "

S'in

ft o

F7
H9

v.

THE

i

n

STORE OF QUALITY

Ann n

I'

if)

i u V
.i..al frMTj8lAlftHfl

'

one-thir- d

or

For the men who wish a

thor-iWl-

,

Stein-BIoch--f-

the men who wish to
dress in a conservative way.

i

I

--

There is a wealth of style

lf

y

Stein Bloch

;

E.LasVegas.

teases.
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For This Week

PERSONALS
L

:
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OPTIC,

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

SANCHEZ TOi HAVE CHAVEZ PLANS

A

cent bottle Liquid Veneer ...,20c
20c
Polish
25c bottle
A
fl.BO Wizard Triangle Mop ....$1.25
$1.50 for one large
Mop
$1.50
with a bottle polish
20c
25c Bicycle Playing Cards
4c each for Percolator Tops
75c per dozen Mason Pint Jars. ,
DISTRICT ATTORNEY WARD GOES BANTAMWEIGHT
Wc per dozen Mason Quart Stars.
TO WAGON MOUND
25

J. W. Howard of Cleveland, O., was
in Las Vegas today.
J. A. Smith of Trinidad came In
yesterday evening and will be a business visitor here for several days.
Mrs. E. W. Neal of Shoemaker came
in this afternoon for a short business
visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Slieetiy of
of New CrockKas., arrived in Las Vegas last Big
night and will locate here.
in
Carl Ellis, son of Mr. and Mrs. B.
8. Ellis, left last night for Texas, i"
where he will remain for the remain- - BRASS BEDS, $11.00 to $55.00
der of the winter.
E. W. Hart, the architect, returned
ELCXpjC SUCTION CLEANED
mis aiiernoon irom xua&weu wucre
of merit
he has been on business ror a short

a business visitor

Tc-pe-

PRELIMINARY
HEARING

VENTURE INTO

21, 1913.
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Line
ery fust

INTEREST-IT- 'S

1

QUITE AN ITEM

to the individual or concern with uninvested fuids- -2
per cent interest on the average of
daily balances in your checking: account. Your funds are not "tied
up. " Always suject to
check, yet a source of income to you. Consider this. The facilities of our
commercial de-

VAUDEVILLE

TO REPRESENT THE STATE

FIVE

partment are second to none

CHAMPIONSHIP
CONTENDER TO MAKE DE
BUT ON THE STAGE

tl

For the purpose of representing the
state at the preliminary hearing of
Benito
Sanchez, charged with the
murder of Felip Villareal in Wagon
Mound a week ago last Sunday, District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward
left early today for that city. Sanchez, who was wounded in the arm
by a bullet from Villareal's revolver,
Price
$35.00 has sufficiently recovered to be able
to appear in justice court. Mr. Ward
Rent, $1.00 a day
thinks the man likely will waive preexamination.
liminary
Heaters, 54.S3 to $37.50.
While in. Wagon Mound Mr. Ward
15c for any size Stove Pipe.
will be present at the preliminary
15c for any size Elbow.
examinations of several alleged of
9c for thin white Cup and Saucer.
fenders' who are said to have violat9c for thin white Dinner Plates.
ed the Sunday closing and
Premium Coupons on all Cash Sales
laws are slated to make their
appearance in the court of the justice of the peace of the precinct. Mr.
Ward said last night that he expected
to receive several
pleas of guilty,
while some of the accused men might
waivp examination.
OPPOSITE Y. M. C. A.

-

--

..

...

-

06e PEOPLES BANK

:qj

2L

.

TRUST CO.

I

Benny Chavez, the contender for
-the World's championship in the ban. in,,,, nrZl'm,
tamweight class", has put aside his
ft
Cfi
i. i..,n,i r
-- -.
tights and donned a more attractive
costume that of a vaudeville artist. ob's
well, Syrian boys at school, She
He, with Stanley Yoakum and Mana- chem.
ger Louis Newman, will make a trip
A samariran farmer's
home, Syriover a circuit through Texas and an women
grinding grain, making
New
Mexico.
time.
bread, old city of Samaria, Plain oi
Just how the heady fighter will Dothan, Gideon's
Harold Plree of Albuquerque came
Spring at Mt.
look with a dab or paint on each
in last night from his home at the
Gideon's battlefield and Hill of
cheek and a white sheet of powder
Duke City and will be a visitor here
Moreh, a
balanced on his forehead cannot be Nain and shepherd and his flock,
,
i
for several days.
Mt. Tabor, Nazareth from
.V
surmised; but Stanley Yoakum should the
Mr. and! Mrs. C. H. Thatcher or
in the Church of the
northheast,
make
a hit on this wprk. Louis NewTulsa, Olcla., arrived in the city last
- shoemakers
man probably will take a position as Annunciation, Nazarethnight and will remain, here for several
at Nazareth, Plain of Esdraelon and COLUMBIANS
MADE TO IRATE r.m.
the fine gentleman of the company
WITNESS THE IN- ANSWER
weeks as visitors.
Mt. Carmel, the River
where
STALLATION
ZEN'S
Kishon,
COMPLAINT
new
and
aftjF
COUNthe
this
OF TOO
audiences.
left
please
Miss Lola Hixenbaugh
Although
CIL or jHe order
MUCH NOISE
it is quite possible that this former Elijah' built his altar, Cana of Galternoon for a short visit with her
ilee and its well, Mt. of Beatitudes
fighter has never donned a dress suit,
parents, who reside In Raton.
The Las Vegas delegation of
The members at the East Las
yet he may make a nit in such regalia. from Bethsalda, sea of Galilee from
Vegas
Adolph Teitlebaum of Atlanta, Ga.,
Mt. of Beatitudes, Tiberias from the Knights of Columbus who
fire
The
department say the ringing of
is
attended
that when
general opinion
who has been visiting in Las Vegas
a prize fighter takes to vaudeville southeast, court of an inn at Tiberias, the installation of the new council of the alarm bell upon their return from
for the past "two months, left last
fishermen on the the order in Santa Fe Sunday, return- the Bmall blaze Sunday morning was
work that he is on the downward life at Tiberias,
night for his home.
path, but Chavez's case may be an ex- lake, where Capernaum used to ed home late yesterday afternoon on entirely necessary. They have sent
Dr. W. E. Kaser, accompanied by
stand.
..)
communication to The
delayed train No. 10, The new coun
ception to the rule.
Dr. William Chapper of the Valley
and
in cil began with a membership of 47, Optic:
wheat
Threshing
winnowing
this
morning for Valmora,
ranch, left
East Las Vegas, N. M.,
H. C. Drum, assistant manager for ELKS' RECEPTION' I
Galilee, one iof tha; Jordan"s sources and there Is every indication that it
where they spent the day.
Editor
'
of The Optic,
at
old
Roman
to
Film
Dan,
BEAUTIFUL
the
'road
will
General
cf
SCENES
Damascus,
Denver,
Mrs.
J.
D.
grow
TO
this
Mr. and
corpa.y
Cassidy left
rapidly.
Sir: In answer to the
to
Caesarea
Las
gate
afterthis
jCrusadV.
the
Mora.
passed
Vegas
Philippi,
home
members
for
at
Among
through
of
their
the
Las
BRILLIANT
They
Ve
A
morning
EVENT
ers' castle1 on Mt. Hermon, Damascus, gas council who attended the cere irate citizen, who was so sore over
have been visitors in Las Vegas and noon on his way to Albuquerque
ILLUSTRATE LECTURE a mosque at Damascus,
"
a bazaar at monies were Past Grand Knight W. the tapping of the fire bell on our
where he will visit relative's. He will
Santa Fe for the past few days.
home
of
a rich citizen of R. Tipton, Past Grand Knight Peter return from the fire Sunday morning
Damascus,
N. K. Beechley, a resident of Cedar return Friday and spend the day here LOCAL ANTLERED
FOLK GIVE
we will say that It was
wall
Damascus,
where
as
very necescame
for
of
the
in
friends.
last
HAPPY
escaped, J. Emenaker,
FUNCTION
guest
night
Rapids, Mich.,
Financial Secretary
FOR
DR. LANDAU ANNOUNCES VIEWS
jaul
sary in order to put our automatic
Roman
at
a several days' business visit. "He Js
Chris
the
Frank
temple
Baalbek,
D.
"MOVIE'! ACTORS
J.
Angel,
Mora
HE WILL SHOW ON THURSCassidy of
bell In shape for another alarm.
tian town of Zahleh, sorting cocoon and Emile Clement.
looking into land propositions here.
DAY EVENING
We are sorry that this irate citizen
near Zahleh, gorge of the Leoutes
The reception and dance given last
The following article from yesterSuperintendent F. L. Myers left MIKE BACA TO FIGHT
without
a name should be kept awake
this afternoon in his private car for
night at the Elks' club in honor of
day evening's Santa Fe New Mexican on account
As has been announced previously, (Litany) River, Belfort Castle, Be,
of the coaditton of our bell.
mill
at
Romaine
and
rout,
will
silk
where
be
Fe
Santa
University
he
the
is
and
members
Beyrout,
Lamy
Fielding
descriptive of the doings of the If he will
the lecture on the "Holy Land" to be
WITH
BATTLING
TOGO
himself at this stapresent
at Beyrout, in an Oriental home, Bey Knights in the Ancient
of his New, Meixco Lubln company
on business for several days.
City Sunday: tion we will furnish him
given Thursday , evening at the Dun
with the 3o
old
was a great success. Seldom have the can
Frank Gehring and A. J. Peppard
on
citadel
at Sidon, ruins
Santa Fe Council No. 1701.
opera house, will be profusely rout,
sired Information and will
present
shore at Tyre, a street in Haifa,
left this morning for the Mineral Hill MESSRS MONTOYA AND CORDOVA antlered folk and their friends enjoy and
is
That
the title the Santa Fe him with a little hammer
beautifully illustrated. Here Is a
for future
ed as pleasant a social event Beau
Haifa
the
from
Haifa
and
the
country, where they will be on a huntbeach,
of
Columbus
Knights
have
ENTER FIELD OF FISTIC
list of the stereopticon slides that
assumed, use. East Las Vegas Fire
tiful gowns were worn by the women will
Bay of Akka.
ing expedition for the next two
following the conferring of degrees
PROMOTION
be used by Dr. Landau:
aud girls, the, various colors giving
weeks.
on thirty-flvf- e
candidates yesterday.
Jaffa from the sea, House of Simon
the lodge room, where dancing was
L. Cochran, for the past few
does
The
your
hair
was carried out
work
degree
were
the
this
Antonio Solano applied
Arrangements
completed
Tanner, Syrians on a journey,
yesterday
months a watchmaker at the R. J.
enjoyed, the aspect of animated
SPOIL your face with all the
and solemnity of afternoon at the court house
the
town
beauty
of
morning between Vicente Montoya,
at
a
mission
Lydia,
for $2
A
was
delicious
luncheon
looks-nIf
ice' the
reflects
Taupert establishment, left this after Nick Cordova and Mike Baca of Santa beauty.
your
good
glass
of
Columbus
Knights
order and as bounty on a coyote killed
school, Lydda, cactus hedges and an
him
by
served
Mr.
before
noon for Colorado Springs where he Fe for a
shortly
midnight.
features
would
that
make
yon marked an epoch in Catholicity in
boxing contest to be staged
cient tower at Ramleh, view from
in
16
Precinct
recently
Dento
been
called
will take a similar position.
in this city on November 4 In the Fielding, having
Ramleh tower back to the sea, the considered pretty if only your hair Ancient Santa Fe.
ver on
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Dennis and fam- Rosenthal hall..
business, was unwere
more
don't you
becoming
Montoya and Cordova able to important
Shortly after 9 o'clock yesterday
W. C. Dennis has
be present, but sent a tele- railway to Jerusalem, Jerusalem's mourn about it. Instead of
arranged an atily left this morning for their ranch are promoting the bout, while Mike
mourning morning the Knights-to-b- e
road"
assembled
wall
the
and
tractive
from
the
window in his establish-lenrailway, or
near Mineral Hill after having been Baca will be one of the
gram to the lodge expressing his reenvying others whose hair Is pret- at the parochial school building and on Lincoln
principals,
the Jaffa gate of Jerusalem, the
avenue, displaying the
residents, of Las Vegas for the past Baca's oppent will be Battling gret. A large number of the memtier than yours use Harmony Hair at 9:25 marched in a
street
of
body to the snake used by the Lubln company
David, ,the pool of Hezekiah,
bers
the
of
Lubin
attended
company
several weeks.
'
Togo of this city.
church of the Holy Sepulchre, the Beautifier and let others envy you. Cathedral of St. Francis where spec and several dolls taking pictures.
the affair.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Weil and daugh
It is a delightful liquid hair dressing ial pews In the front of the church
Montoya and Cordova plan to have
"Sepulchre" inside the church, tombs to
ter, Edith, of Ocate are visitors In an excellent card for this evening and
beautify the hair make It glossy, had been reserved for them, 'h
in the King's Dale, the New Calvary
A marriage license was issued late
LUTHER ZOLLINGER DEAD
Las Vegas today on their way home will stage two fast
easier to put up In graceful,
softer,
preliminaries In
mass the knights re yesterday afternoon at
the
During
outside
the
Damascus
tho
Nefl
gate,
21.
Luther
from Santa Fe, where they have been addition to the main bout.
R.
the court
Philadelphia, Oct
wavy folds that will "stay put."
ceived holy communion. The sermon' house to Maximo
Baca, the
Calvary outside the city walls, the
Urban, aged 25, and
visiting friends.
well known Santa -- F.e lightweight, In Zollinger, engineer of maintenance dome
the
until
It
hair
and
was
polishes
shines,
preached by the rector of the Paz Baca, aged 38. Both are resiof ,the rock, the altar rock,
of way of the, Pennsylvanit railroad,
Among the people who returned a letter addressed to
overcomes the unpleasant, oily odor,
Montoya and
cathedral, the Rt. Rev. Monsignor dents of Pecos. A license to wed
died
sub- Mosque El Aksa (Interior), the Jews'
from the Knights of Columbus meet- Cordova, this
his
at
at
home
a
Marlon,
with a delightful fresh rose fra Antonio Fourchegu, vicar
morning stated that he
general ef was granted this morninr to Mere- ing at Santa Fe yesterday evening is in excellent condition and is will- urb, today after a brief illness. Mr. wailing place, the Pool of Siloam, grance.
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But the Substitute Guest Finds
Old Lover Is the Lion of

the Hour.

daughter. Belle, and then the other
guests. Miss Gleason, Miss Bard, Dick
Walters, and the two Simon brothers.
Then from the other end of the long
room Miss Ingram brought forward
the guest of honor a tall, distin- No One
guished looking man whom she Introduced as Mr. Campbell, the noted en

FEDilOUIH

STATE CHAMPION

OCTOBER

Interferes in the Affairs
of Another.

Real Hero of the Links In This Community Was the Man Who
to Play the Game.
We had a chance to demonstrate
our theory last fall, says a writer in
the Topeka Capital. It worked like a
a rheumatic's
in
potato
pocket.
Through the influence of the missus,
who has friends, we obtained a card
to a very select country club In an
eastern state, where we stayed ten
days. The club had golfltis in i
most acute form. The men and women who frequented the club played
golf, talked golf, ate golf and slept
it. It was the home of the state
champion and the game was the one
Important topic of conversation.
For a day or two we were lost in
the atmosphere of golf which befog
ged the place. Then we began .to attract a little attention by indicating
in a delicate and polite way that the
whole thing bored us to extinction
When we respectfully declined to engage In the game or borrow any of
the implements connected with the
sport there was great surprise. Our
assertion that we did not play the
game and did not wish to was received with amazement. Up to the time
of our advent the state champion had
been the colossal figure of the club.
At the end of three days we had
the state champion hanging on to the
ropes. At the end of a week his existence had been forgotten. As a
curiosity he had been crowded out of
place by the "eccentric" Kansan who
sat around reading the reports of the
world's championship games, deaf to
golf and all of its manifestations. It
isn't always the hand that Is dealt
you. It is the way you play it

For the first time since that fateml dinner-danctwo years ago Remarkable Trait of Burmese Character Is Their Unwillingness to InElizabeth Barew found herself looking
By KATHERINE HOPSON.
into tne eyes of Horton Campbell
terfere In Other People's BusiWhen he finished reading his wile's For a moment everything seemed to
ness Each Acts for Self.
letter, Herman Ingram looked up with whirl round and she saw him grow
a puzzled expression on his genial wnite. .
London. A remarkable trait of the
middle-age"It Is a great pleasure to meet you Burmese chnrncter is their unwillingface. "I don't see how
I can scare up an extra
girl that Mina again Miss Barew,' she heard him ness to Interfere In other people's
wants at a moment's notice," he re say.
affairs. Whether It arises from their
Then dinner was announced. Miss religion of
fleeted.
e
or no, I cannot
The letter had toi of the expected Barew went In with Billy Simon, and say, but It Is in full keeping with It
return of his wife ami daughter from sat across the table from Campbell. Every man's acts and thoughts are his
Atlantic City late that afternoon,
Covertly she glanced at his face. He own affair, think the Burmans; each
bringing with them as a guest a fa- looked older, and more serious than man Is free to go his own way, to
mous engineer In whose honor they In the old days, yet about him was the think his own thoughts, to act his own
wanted to give a dinner. Mrs. to Indefinable air of one who has suc- acts, as long as he does not too much
gram had Invited three other guests ceeded. While chatting with young annoy his neighbors. Each man Is
but was short one girl to complete the Simon, her ears were strained for the responsible' for himself and for himsound of Campbell's Toice, though she self
desired number.
alone, and there is no need for
"Telephone to Alice McNulty, or could catch only a word now and then. him to try and be guardian also to his
wno
can
At
last
the
friends
conversation which had fellows. And so the Burman likes to
any other of Belle's
come. I have sent orders to the cook been between dinner partners became go his own way, to be a free man
bout dinner, and hope things will general.
within certain limits; and the freedom
"Mr. Campbell and I have been hav- that he demands for himself he will
go all right. However, we cant ex
a
a
discussion," announced Sadie extend also to his neighbors. He has
pect to have
perfectly appointed ing
party on such short notice," the letter Gleason. "He maintains that chance a very great and wide tolerance toor accident plays a strong part In ward all his
concluded.
neighbors, not thinking it
Ingram scratched his head thought our lives, and I claim that we make necessary to disapprove of his neigh
Mc
life
the
know
is
He
to
what
it
fully.
by onr own acts."
happened
bors' acta because they may not be
"1 never held with that
Nulty's had started to Michigan the
the same as his own, never thinking
idea, either, Sadie," re- it necessary to interfere
day before.
with his
"Mina said to ask one of Belle's plied practical Mr. Ingram.
neighbors as long as the laws are
we
friends but everybody I can think of is
must
admit that in the not broken.
Still,
I
out of town here In midsummer.
lives of all of us, luck, good or bad.
Our idea that what habits are dif
wish she'd got home earlier In time has at some time played a large part," ferent to our
habits must be wrong,
to see about this invitation business put in Billy Simon. .
and being wrong require correction at
herself. Still, one girl ought not to
in
the matter of happi- our hands, is very far from his
"Especially
be hard to find "
ness," agreed Belle.
He never desires to inter"That Is the point I was trying to thoughts.
He looked
around
fere with anyone.
Certain as he is ACCORDED
A HIGH
POSITION
the office, and then his glance fell on make," answered Campbell. "I agree that his own ideas are
best, he is conHiss Barew, his secretary, working that in business we can, by our own
tented with that knowledge, and is not Women of
Servia, Well Educated and
it her desk. Her tact and good sense efforts, work out our own salvation ceaselessly desirous of proving it
Able, Are Companions of Their
(tad helped him out of dilemmas be to a large extent
But as you say, the
other people.
Husbands and Brothers.
matter of happiness is different. I upon
fore.
And so a foreigner may go and live
knew
a
chap once" his deep voice in a Burman
"Maybe she would know of someone
village, may settle down
There is no
in
" then a second
thought struck him. contained a magnetic quality that held there and live his own life and follow where women countrya morethe world
occupy
the unwavering attention of his hear- - his own customs in
dignified
SV'hy not ask Miss Barew herself?
perfect freedom; position in the home than Servia. The
For a moment Miss Barew looked ets. "A chap to whom at one time may dress and eat and
drifvkand
pray
recoveverything seemed coming righ-t- and die as he likes. No one will in- Servian idea is quite different from
lurprised. Then she quieki
that of the Turk, who keeps his womered herself and graciously agreed to business happiness all things desir terfere. No one will
try and correct en behind shut doors or the German,
able opening out before him. Then,
some.
him; no one will be forever insisting whose ideal woman is a hausfrau. In
seemed coming to him that he Is an
"Its good of you to help us out, J just as the
outcast, eit,hc" $ervla the woman is the companion of
a
to
climax, he was obliged to go from
think you'll enjoy meeting the people
civilization of from religfon. Tho the man.
to
on
business
and
leave
the
Derryer
-tan
I
lot.
don't
ag: jeable
hey're
people will accept him for what li3
A man is responsible for his untnow the man who is the guest of girl he loved before he had a chance Is and leave the matter there. If ha
married sisters, and throughout the
to
so.
tell
her
honor, Mina didn't mention his name,
likes to change his ways and conform Balkan states
it is considered rather
''For a long time he knew he had to Burmese habits
ffut I guess he'll be an
interesting
and Buddhist forms, a breach of
for him to marbeen
while
so
there
etiquette
down,
He
running
smiled
shap."
reminiscently at
ry before his older sister.
tome of the results of Mina's lion consulted a lung specialist who told
No Servian girl would feel she could
him that an indefinite stay in Colounting proclivities.
hold up her head in society unless
was
rado
would
the
that
only
thing
matter of the Invitation dist The
she could speak four languages. There
cure him. It didn't seem fair to tell
posed of, they turned again to busi- the
is hardly a Servian woman who cangirl and drag her into his wretch
ness. But while her slim . gure flew
not play some musical instrument.
for
as
if
edness
awhile
he
seemed
it
over
the typewriter keys, Miss
anwere
was
Embroidery, painting, drawing, and
down
out
and
There
9
Barew's thoughts, woman fashion,
f
sculpture are all studied. Politics is
were on the subject of clothes, and other man In the game who was better
a popular feature among women.
than he. So he gave
she wondered what she should wear. oif financially
Servian women ap very domesticat
her up "
"If I could go and feel
ed and the highest ladies pay personal
he
or
"Didn't
inter
write
anything?"
It would seem like a bit of the old
attention to trivial matters of house
inter
rupted Sadie with wide-eyelife come back."
est.
keeping.
Mr. Ingram had given her permis. r
.
.
' '
There are two women doctors prac
was where he made his i.' .
that
"No,
sion to leave the office early, and
in Belgrade, and several wom
No doubt he thought it best
mistake.
ticing
when she reached her room at the
en teachers. But public opinion, on
to drop out of her lift
that
,
boarding house, the problem of clothes for him there could beentirely
&
1
the whole, is rather against women
no halfway
returned with double force.
" ' 4 entering
the labor arena.
measures.
"There is only one thing left from
'4
"Of course It was noble and all
the wreck of the old days that would
observed Belle, "but if I had
Jekyll and Hyde Both Out.
be suitable at all." She drew a box that,"
been the girl I'd rather he had told
One day Mr. Jenkins, senior
from under the bed and took out from
me everything and given me a chance
' '
in the firm, came out of his pri
1
f . 1
Its tissue wrappings an evening gown
to wait if I wanted to."
vate office and handed Jimmy, the of
of mauve crepe de chine. Though
During the recital Elizabeth had sat
fice boy, a slip of paper and said:
slightly crushed it was in good condi- with
downcast eyes, her cold fingers
"Here, Jimmy, go over to the pub
violets
odor
of
and
the
tion,
lingered toying with the fruit on her plate. It
'
lic library and get me 'Dr. Jekyll and
if
about Its soft folds.
seemed as if old landmarks were beMr. Hyde.' I have written it on a
"I've had it two years," she sighed. ing
swept away.
of paper for you so that you will
piece
of
course
it's
Still
"andi
antiquated.
"How did it all come out?" Inquired
not forget."
It Isn't so bad. At any rate, it's the Sadie.
Jimmy lost the slip of paper on the
only thing that will do."
'
"Oh I believe he got well and won P
' ?
J
jj
way. When he discovered his ioss
When dressed in the soft clinging out financially."
he returned to the office without goevening gown, her bare arms and
"But the girl?"
ing to the library and was seated at
shoulders gleaming from the creamy
For a moment e hesitated. "I don't
,
5
his little desk innocently shooting flies
lace, she studied her reflection anxi- know the sequel to that part," he an
with a rubber band when Mr. Jenkins
.....Jf
liswas
and
reassured
the
by
ously,
swered quietly. For one second his
said to him:
some grace which the mirror Bhowed.
eyes met Elizabeth's
- v:t;rc's 'Dr j"'
"V.'c'I, Jirr.nr- ""
'
"The women will all know this Is
Mr. Ingram then brought the con
Mr. Hyde?'"
an old dress, but what does that mat versation back to practicalities by
"Please, .Mr. Jenkins," responded
ter If the effect Is all right?"
asking Campbell about the bridge his
Jimmy with well feigned candor, "the
The memory of the last time she company was building near Denver.
lady at the library said they both just
had worn that dress came back to And
Typical Burmese Architecture.
soqij Mrs. Ingram gave the signal
went to the ball game and to call lor
' her.
It had been at a dinner-dancto
for the ladies
rise.
them
in the morning."
if
never
but
to which Horton Campbell had taken
(he
not,
better;
As the night was hot, they drifted jn ryich
her. At that time they were on the out to the large veranda, and Eliza- jilnd.
between friend-'shiIt is, I think, a great deal owing to
Old , Town Again in ' Limelight.
perilous border-linbeth Barew was thankful for the
and acknowledged love, and life darkness that hid her burning eyes. bis habit of mind that the manners
Stockwell, England, where a hidd . J
A few While to all
had seemed all bright-hued- .
intent she seemed listen , the Burmese are usually so good, church over 600 years old has. lust
!.!!.'ren in civilization as they are. been discovered,
days later, Campbell was sent west ing to Belle Ingram's long drawn
has hitherto besn
s
by his firm or. busirik;ss. Before start out account of a house-partshe had i! fre is among them no rude
chiefly famous for its ghost, which 3Ct
and no desire to in any way all London in an uproar in 1772. Maying he had telephoned her that it
attended in reality her
' would be only for a short time, but recently were with Horton
circumscribe
your freedom by either ing the furniture dance and the crocu
Campbel!
thoughts
the weeks slipped on into months. in his lonely, struggle for health. "And i'emurk or act. Surely of all things ery fall was the ghost's specially,
During that , time her father's busi- we never knew about each other we .hat cause trouble nothing is so com- though by way of variety an egg okq
ness failure and death bad occurred, never knew," her thoughts repeated mon among us as the interference flew across the room and hit the
t,':
and the map of her life was changed. over and over. After what seemed v.ith each other's ways, as the need-ss- s Having excited London and
frightened
Two years had passed since then, aeons of time,
giving of advice. It seems to each Stockwell,. the ghost retired, 'avinp
they were joined by
f us that we are responsible not only
and she bad ,lef the old home town the men
behind a firm belief in his supernatural
and obtained a position in New York.
,r ourselves, but also for every one origin, until many years later a servCampbell, the iion of ,he evening,
But In all that time she had heard was surrounded.
But he who had else near us; and so if we disapprove ant admitted that long horse hairs atnothing from Campbell.
rivera and tunneled moun- of any act we are always in a hurry tached to the crockery and wires to
spanned
"Oh, Horton, why did you treat me tains was equal to the feat of evading to express our disapproval and to ,the furniture had enabled her to
pla
so? Surely there was a mistake half a dozen people,
and skillfully try and persuade the actor to our way the ghost so successfully that frightensomewhere!" Tears filled her eyes, managed to gain a few minutes alone of thinking. We are forever thinking ed behcldors
never even detected such
and she buried her face in her arms with Miss Barew before the party f others and trying to improve them; o?en feats as throwing the
egg at
.
beside the dressing-tablebroke up The time was short, but as a nation we try to coerce weaker
"This will never do," she resolutely
to
stronger ones,
yrat events are not measured by nations and convert
told herself. She put on her wraps. liuigth of time.
When they entered and as individuals we do the same.
La Grande Passion.
In
She was Just
time, for at that the house there was a new radiance We are sure that other people cannot
"Vue grands passion, est une
moment came the sound of the motor on their faces that was not lost on but be better and happier for being
Brands folie. Mediocrity in all things
which the Ingrams had promised to the others.
brought into our ways of thinking, by ia
'
send for her.
wisdom; mediocrity In sensations n
Later alien Mr. and Mrs. Ingram force even, if necessary. We call if
superlative wisdom. . , .. No' you1)-The car had been delayed by an were alone together, the latter shrewd- philanthropy.
Zl.11 ia love till ilie
;..'..;'
accident on the way, and she was the ly remarked:
think that
oisr
"Herman,
':as been made, accepted, the
last guest to arrive. Mr. and Mrs story Horton Campbell told was his
marring
Dies a la Cleopatra.
performed, and the first half-yea- r
Ingram greeted her cordially. The own. I've heard he was in poor
Cincinnati. Two weeks ago C. H, .eremony
of married life has passed aw a.
former swept her an appraising, satis- health when he took up that work in Bishop,
H.
C.
Bishop A woman
of the
fied glance, this was the first time he Colorado. And do you know, I half Flour president
may then begin to love, but
company, watched the death wHh
had ever seen her in evening clothes. believe that Miss Barew was the girl.
very great precaution very tool-- ,
of a cat he had chloroformstruggles
ly, very moderately, very rationally.
Miss Barew was amused by the surThey said they'd met before. Of ed. That incident, it is believed, sug- If ever she
loves so much, that -prise and relief, which, with a wo course," she ended with a laugh, "I'm
own
to
of
him
out
his
a way
gested
harsh
a cool look cuts her to
or
man's intuition, she read In her hosword
he
I
would
had
but
for
hoped
her,
difficulties.
glad
Bishop was found dead the
is a fool.
If she ever
tess' "face.
become interested In Sadie Gleason. in his home, 1006 Windsor street, and lovesheart, she
so much that her husband's will
"1 suppose she
thought I would be But that's another air castle gone.'.'
he had used chloroform to bring about is her
some impossible somebody," she conlaw, and that sho.has got into
"I'm not concerned about that; but the end. In a note to his wife he said the
habit
cluded. The once familiar atmosphere I do know it means a
his look in orrattling good
reverses and bodily infirmi- der that of watching
f. culture
she may anticipate his
and luxury stimulated th secretary gone," growled Ingram as he business
could
mounted
than
he
ties
had
higher
wishes, she will soon be a neglected
.In liki wine.
locked the front door.
withstand and that "this is the only tool." Charlotte Bronta.
She Vas introduced to the Ingram'!
(Cocyrislit, 1S!3, by the McClure Newnpn, wav out."
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LOCAL NLWS
Light automobile luniks
o'clock this evening.

Fancy
Florida

ftlj

at

G:03

Fancy La Cueva apples

box, at Papen's

-Frui

FOB MEN AND YOUNG

Adv.
$1.60

per

Adv.

The ladies of St. Paul's Guild will
hold a bakery sale Saturday, October
25 beginning at 2 o'clock, In Graaf
and Hayward's butcher shop Adv,

LostBetween
C3s

ILi

E. Roseriwald's

and

Seventh Street, Carrier No. 2 receipt
book. Finder please phone or return
to Optic.

SJtN

Adler Rochester
fo sell

Alverda Bunch has entered
the employ of Bacharach Brothers
store as a clerk.

Grocer

for
.

S25.00

The SAME SUIT would sell
elsewhere for $32.50

Mo.kes our store the R.ug Headquarters for

Las

We alto can show you a large se
lection of suits in blue serge and
English worsted cheviots, specially
designed for us which we will sell
for $12.95, $15.00 and $18.00.
We will press suits bought from
us, once a month for one year free.
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President.

8. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier
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Vice

Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

Correct Garments for Men
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BE SURE and SEE OUR NEW FALL LINE

w
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THE FINEST RUGS AT
THE LOWEST PRICES

UfflifWL .

There will be a meeting of the
Miss Eleanor Mason, secretary of
Greater Las Vegas band tonight at
1
It Is
the city hall. All members are re Romaine Fielding, is 111 at her apark
ments in the Romaine hotel.
quested to be present, as business of
importance is to be discussed.
"Daddy" Jacoby says he hopes Las
Vegas people will not forget to save
A number of members of the
Night-Trad- e
Lubin
New Mexico Motion Picture company those New York Telegraph coupons
this morning left for the Ten Lakes for him. Either send them to him or
among mothers of good
picture tells a story
Ltind company's tract, where they will ask him to call for the coupons. He'll
tasfe who know the value
well-know- n
success- take scenic pictures. They made a be delighted In either event, he says.
to
the HaVvey ranch yesterday
of. good ' clothing
trip
that
ful business
It Is understood that It Is advisable
and obtained similar views.
for Las Vegas people to buy their
X7RAGOQB represents
story
Word has been received from Mr. winter coal supply now, as the price
A
a perfect combination of
trade- and Mrs. Chris Wiegand, who are of the black rock will advance within
'
the
next
few weeks. This advance
now in Berlin, Germany, to the effect
style, qualty and value you
attracting
that they will sail for America on No will be due to the strike at Trinidad.
will find in no other childs
bower
vember 5. Mr. and Mrs. Wiegand, ac
Last
their
at
homes
night
in Albu
suit. Your boy's suit should H
companied by Mr. and( Mrs. Jan van
nouten ot Raton, have made a tour querque Misses Margaret and Pauline
do more than merely clothe
over Europe during the past two Cartwrlght, daughters of Dr. Mar
garet Cartwrlght; were united in mar
months.
him along conventional
riage. Miss Margaret became Mrs.
your suc
Bertram. Hunter and Miss Pauline Is
lines, it should worthly reB. P. Tolsou and J. R.
Armstrong
of Springfield, Mo. who left Las now Mrs. Ernest V. Allison. Both
present him and you can
1
i ..4. i
a.:
Vegas yesterday morning In their au young ladies are known In Las Vegas
auuut
uiem
and
the announcement of their wedbest accomplish this by
tomobile on their way to Springfield
" j
1
and
come and
from California, were forced to re- ding doubless will prove a surprise.
I
clothing him in an
turn last night on account of the
see us.
In
of
the
fact
spite
that all of the
breaking of their machine. They will
the
''p- remain In Las Vegas until new parts members of,.both
STA
column with 96.22, u ,.- - gram has been
dance last!
arrive from Denver.
7fi mif r.P a tntnl nf
ntAnA
to specialj.
ttl
between
game
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The grading of the city streets is
i
advancing at a rapid pace. The city ziger bowling teams, which was set
Suit. The Styles and Faforce Is working on Eleventh street for last evening. The two teams will
beiow Douglas avenue and is grading bowl tonight for the championship of
brics shown by us fdr Fail
league. Mr. Ward bethree blocks. The south side of the the sleepy-ey- e
out of town, Hallett Raynolds has
are handsomer than ever
city is greatly in need of grading and ing
little work has been done there. consented to captain his aggregation.
before.
Fvlex. Mayor
Other members of the Ward team are
Taupert plans to have every E.
J. MeWenie,
Maurice Danziger,
street in the city graded as needed
Richard F. Johnson and Colbert Root.
this winter.
ine Danziger team is composed of
BUYDEL. f
The annual election of officers of Joe Danziger, D. Conway, C. O'Malley,
Insure Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense
the Commercial club and the annual S. Bacharach and Sig Nahm. The
bowlers are requested to be at the almeans satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
Quick deli-crstock holders meeting of the organisatisfy. bt.rable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
zation will take place a week from leys shortly before 8 o'clock In order
tomorrow. It is expected that consid- that the game may be finished before
Yesterday afternoon at Judge D. R.
erable interest will be given In this the spectators and contestants go to Murray's court the trial of Pascual
....
i
VIV
.i
i
All Elks and their ladies are
'
i
meeting, as a number or important sleep. to
Crespin, who was arrested yesterday
.r-'witness the contest.
matters are to be discussed. The invited
morning on complaint of Vicente Sanmembers of the club are requested to
chez on the charge of assault with
D. D.
: III 'if
be present, as it is desired that the Boucher Mate, a cleric at the C. D. intent to kill, was Held. Crespin waiv
grocery, last night underwent ed
election be the largest attended meet- an
preliminary examination and was
1F1
Hit-'operation for appendicitis at. the bound
ever
held
in
the
ing
over, to the
history of the l,as Vegas
jury under
hospital, following a se- $200 bond. He was grand
club.
also placed under
rious attack of the disease that came
a $100 peace bond for CO days.
early this week. Mr. Mate is report
IA.H4 ufH;
A
as
ed
favorite
Las
of
in
a
critical condition. As
pastime
Vegas
being
Hobo, r.wf
7&
autoists this fall Is to drive out on a most peculiar
coincidence, Mr.
the mesa after nightfall and chase Mate's sister, who resides in Denver,
1
jack rabbits. The animals, once they underwent a similar operation Sun' 4.
have found themselves In the glare of day evening.
the" lamps, appear to be unable to get
The next dance that Is to be given
out. They speed down the highway
last
night by Santa Pe Officer Raels-bac- k
at a
gait increasing their
on the charge of vagrancy and 1
fpeod as the car draws up on them.
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from '
this
was brought before
morning
Usually the luckless rabbit makes
ii.FE.LD
his escape when one of his friends Judge D. R. Murray for trial. He
and neighbors jumps out frdm behind pleaded guilty and was sentenced to
a hay stack and runs across the road. serve 45 days on the city streets or
the fine anrl ensta nf fi,Q
The pursued jack usually follows Ms pay
which amounted to $15. Tedford de-'.rescuer, leaving the autoist to pursue
FULL CREAM CHEESE
his way along the road. A .local
AT THE HOME OF- Genuine Camembert
speed fiend timed a rabbit on a good
The nets dance that Is to be. Hvon
stretch of road recently and found at the Commercial
club rooms will
Tii
the animal was making 40 miles an tane
place on Thursday evening, Ochour.
tober 31, Hallowe'en, according in
You ought to eat our
the present plans of the committee.
The following civil service exami This affair will be
a masquerade, pro- nations will 'be held in this city on
viuing enougu 0f the members ap
A
the dates mentioned: November
prove. It is honed to TnaliB 11113 aI"
for breakfast
aid, male, salary $G00 and $720 per air he larsPst m
attendance of any
1
November 10, copperplate
annum;
yei given at th clnk
map engraver, male, salary $1,C00; member will be
specially invited to
assistant petroleum chemist, male, oe present.
Fancy Cauliflower, Lettuce
to
Fr; ir.ie de Caraemberl,
$2,160; metallurgical
de Brie, Neuf-cl- i
salary $1,800
work in iron and
rl
for
male,
All
engineer,
automobile owners re
r,.n
:.?), Sierra, Pimento Cream and Iowa Cream
I uiiliues
ami
steel, salary $3,000 to $4,000; metal by the police to observe requested
the
closely
Cheese,' Milwaukee Brick, Swiss and American
lurgical engineer for work in iron time set for the
Mora Vegetables '
lighting of automo-1,1,blast furnace, male, salary $2,000 to
Cheese.
kml,s- - which is
rapidly growing
$3,000; metallurgist, male, salary
earlier. The city officials will
Apples Galore, Cranberries
take
smelter fumes, male, salary
the strictest of
precautions to see
to $3,G00; metallurgist, male, sal that (he
lamps are lighted each even-In- s
ary $4,000 to $ 1,800 electronic) alhir
at iim
male, salary $1,800 to $3,000. the
. !
GRAAF
November 19 teacher of mechanical meat "of the'
HAYIMBD
CO.
Considerable"
&
mayor.
drawing, male, salary $840 per an- - .carelessness has been
displayed by
-m turning corners
ai!a""
T"; J0' Linberg l"!'1?" postlately and
this win be, stopped if
'
;
possible
by
oftIcethe city officials,

Center of
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Navy blue serjje specially
tailored by

Miss

Finch'! Golaen Wedding Rye, ared
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to yon. At the Lhby, of course.
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Try a dram or Oid Taylor Bourbon

at the Opera Bar.

Grap e

0
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BLUE SERGE SUITS

Fancy Spanola comb honey, 20c,
for 35c, at Papen's Adv.
.
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Surplus, and Cm.jviueu Pkokjts
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Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good
Banking

lawrsst

Signs

Ask
cessful business
menus
then

$100,000
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PsSzi on Tlma Deposit
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VERY WAGON
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las

Veps AotooaabUe ,S Bacbine.

Phone Main 344.
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Wm. Whalen, Prtp.
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THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON-

CHEESE JUST RECEIVED
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"Virginia" Bacon
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DELICIOUS
EATABLES
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Gross, Kelly
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$2,-70- 0

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
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